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SANTA FE, N. M
PRICHARD

CITIZENS OF ISLE

Lf

OF

Sever Connection
With Cuban Government.
DESIRES TO

N EW M EXICAN

WITHDRAWS

n

Attorney General George W. Pric)

ard has withdrawn his permission I
allow quo warranto proceeding" to be
commenced in 'uis name to oust Shei
iff Perfecto Armijc of Bernalillo Coun
ty. The proceeding were begun by

"Office of Attorney General, Santa Fe,
N. M., Nov. 10, 1905.
Hon. W. B. Childers, Albuquerque.

"My Dear Sir. For reasons of a
public character and of public inter
est, I have concluded to withdraw,
and do hereby withdraw, my leave and
authority to prosecute quo warranto
proceedings In my name as attorney
general of this Territory in the case of
S. Hubbell,
Thomas
as
relator,
against Perfecto Armijo for the office
of sheriff, until a similar application
is made to me by Frank A. Hub
bell and Eslavio Vigil, which when
done, all three of these gentlemen will
be given authority by me to proceed
by writ of quo warranto against those
claiming the right to the offices of
sheriff, treasurer and county school
superintendent, respectively.
Yours very truly,
GEORGE W. PRICHARD,
Attorney General.

Havana, Cuba, Nov. 15 The Isle of
Pines has declared its independence
from Cuba, in a manifesto issued yesterday.
The little island has organized a
government of its own, and will ask
to be made a territory of the United
Slates.
A delegate to congress will be sent
to Washington in order to have questions affecting the future of the island
discussed before the House of Repre
sentatlves.
Officials Are Named.
Mass meetings were held under the
name of territorial conventions, and
officials were appointed to fill all positions, except those to be filled by the
president under the constitution of the HUNT FOR DESPERADOES
united States.
were ordered for next Authorities of Torrance County Look
Elections
for Men Who Robbed Santa Fe
Tuesday to select members of the leg
islature. Official notice of the action
Central Agent.
taken has been sent to President
Roosevelt in a letter explaining that the
Although there have been no new
people of the island purchased their developments in the holdup which took
homes, believing the island to be Uni- place at Willard Station Sunday night
ted States territory, and asking that at 11 o'clock, in which the Santa Fe
Central agent at that place was the
they be given a "square deal."
Fully a third of the residents of the victim, S. B. Grimshaw, assistant to
island are American citizens, and the the president and general manager of
movement to sever relations
with the road, is on the scene, having gone
Cuba had its inception at the Ameri there by special train yesterday noon
can Club.
for the purpose of conducting the in
vestigation.
Fighting tor Justice.
S. M. Pearcy, vice
It is thought that the robbers were
president of the
Isle of Pines Company, which controls men who were perfectly familiar with
150,000 acres out of a total of about the habits of the agent, and knew that
700,000 on the island said that the he would carry the funds received
residents are just .fighting for their during the day, home with him at
rights.
night. At present there is a large
"We are fighting for justice," he ailroad camp at Willard, and white
said. "General Leonard Wood sold us no one is postively suspected it is
out, lock, stock, and barrel, for two thought that in all probability the roa- coaling stations, after he had assured bers were either men who had been
us that the isle would be reclaimed working at the camp, or who had been
at the camp long enough to become
by the United States."
familiar with the habits of the agent,
Washington Surprised.
Mr. Grimshaw is working in
sur15.
Much
Washington, Nov.
with the officers of Torrance
ation
prise was caused here by the reported
and it is thought that the rob
Counlv
establishment of a territorial governbers
will
eventually be run down, as
ment on the Isle of Pines. The seced-er- s
secured a fairly good do
the
agent
no encouragement
will receive
of
the robbers, especially the
ion
script
from the administration.
of
the trio.
spokesman
Secretary of State Root, when secdecided
of
war, emphatically
retary
the Isle of Pines belonged to Cuba "as
SEE PRESIDENT.
a matter of right, as a matter of international law and as a matter of jusCarlsbad Delegation Visits Chief Exe
tice."
cutive and Interested Him in Irrigation Project.
co-op-

'

MUST STAND TRIAL.

Washington, D. C, Nov. 15 A dele
Demurrer Senator
Court Overrules
gation of Carlsbad citizens yesterday
Burton Filed to Indictment
called on President Roosevelt in the
Against Him.
nterest of the Carisbad irrigation pro
ject.
St. Louis, Nov. 15 United States
The delegation consisted of Judge
Circuit Judge Vandevanter today ovA. Freeman, W. A. Finlay, C. L.
filed
erruled the demurrer
yesterday Ballard, A. H. Hove, C. R. McLenathen
United
to the Indictment against
and G. F. Tracey. They are urgin
States Senator Burton of Kansas.
the secretary of the interior to buy the
The trial of Senator Burton on the
which has been built near Carls
plant
charge of having used his influence
to
bad
irrigate the Pecos valley. The
in
before the postofflce department
and
its contingent system were
dam
Sethe behalf of rthe Rialto Grain and
constructed
by private individuals at a
to
St.
preof
Louis,
curities Company
cost
of
Last spring's flood
$750,000.
vent the issuance of a fraud order
of the dam and left
carried
away
part
next
for
set
is
against the company,
the reservoir practically dry. The
Monday.
farms, orchards, vineyards and gardens, which were irriated by the sys
tem are threatened with total destruc
GETS BIG VERDICT.
tion unless .the dam is rebuilt. The
Former Chicago Alderman Must Pay delegation proposes to sell the entire
Girl $15,000 for Breach of Marplant to the government for $150,000.
The president promised to give full
riage Promise.
consideration to the proposition.
Chicago, Nov, 15. The jury today
returned a verdict of $15,000 in favor
of Miss Mabel Beland, against John INDUSTRIAL ASSOCIATION
IN ANNUAL MEETING.
O'Neil, a former alderman and prominent contractor, for breach of promSt. Louis, Nov. 15. The third an
ise of marriage.
Miss Beland was for several years nual convention of the National Citi
an inmate of O'Neil's home and con- zens' Industrial Association, opened
tinued to reside there as housekeeper today with 400 delegates present. Presafter Mrs. O'Neil obtained a divorce. ident C. W. Post, outlining objects of
the association, said:
"This is not an organization to bear
JAPS AND CHINESE HOLD
down on labor organizations or to fight
IMPORTANT CONFERENCE. labor. Our
position is rather that of
between capital and laintermediary
Pekin, Nov. 15. The Japanese en- bor.
voys will be given an audience tomor
row by the Emperor. The conference
CONGRESS HOLD
will open Friday. The greatest reti- MINING
BUT SHORT SESSION.
cence is maintained by both sides. Even well informed diplomats can only
El Paso, Tex., Nov. 15. The Amerspeculate on probable results of the
ican Mining Congress was in session
conference.
only fifteen minutes this afternoon.
Standing Committees were appointed.
SECRETARY TAFT BACK;
CALLS ON PRESIDENT. The Congress adjourned to witness
the drilling contest while the comwre at work.
mittees
15.
Nov.
Washington,
Secretary
Taft arrived from Hampton Roads this
morning. He called on the President
Buy your goods of advertisers and
immediately after breakfast.
get thi best on the market

J.

ANSWER

Thomas S. Hubbell, who was dis
missed from service by Governo:
Otero.
In a letter withdrawing the periais
sion granting Hubbell to proceed in
his name, Attorney General Prichard

HEWS

ODELL WANTS TO

Attorney General Recinds Permission
to Bring Quo Warranto Proceeding
in His Name.

BE TERRITORY says:

Will Send Delegate to Wash-ingtoto Seek Admission
Into the Union.

WEDNESDAY, NOVEMBER 15, 1905.
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ORO QUAY GROUP SOLD

IS SUED

FOR SECOND

Mrs.

IE

,

Former Governor Receiver Cunning- Asks Permission
ham Claims $91,-t- o
038 is Due.

Testify.
DENIES

CHARGE CLARK'S

EXTORTION

ESMEJPP1SE0

Corporations.

iew York, Nov. 15. Former Gov
ernor B. B. Odcll, Jr., today requested Chairman Armstrong of the In- surance investigation Committee
to
call him before the committee to give
him an opportunity to testify under
oath in reply to the testimony of
James Hazen Hyde yesterday.
Hyde testified that Odell threatened
to nave the charter of the Trust Com- pany revoked unless he was Indemni- fled for the losses he sustained in the
ship building trust, and that $75,000
'
.... I ,1
Hi
t
t
1111 J
was jmm
juen uuer ne nan a dim hi- troducert In the legislature to repeal
1

1

the

.

Charter.

oi

oners.

,

to
Hyde today asked permission
correct ms testimony oi yesieruay reiative to offers he received for his
Equitable stock. He said he received
four offers besides that of Mr. Ryan,
which was accepted.
These offers which were verbal were
from Harriman and Frick, George
Gould, Gage E, Tarbell and George E.
Young.

The largest price offered was $7,000,-000by Mr. Young. Gould and Harri
man offered $2,500,000 for half
the
stock or $5,000,000 for all. These
were declined because Hyde did not
think one man should control the so,

ciety.

Hyde testified the only offer that
made after the Frick report was
Ryan's.
Harriman Testifies.
E. H. Harriman was called to the
stand this afternoon. Harriman testi
fied that a five per cent participation
in the Union Pacific syndicate was offered James H. Hyde for his Equitable
was

stock.

CLAIMED MANY LIVES.
Account
Dean

of Storm In Which James
Lost Life, Given in Maniln
Times.

The Manila Times of October ulli,
just to hand and kindly scut Xhi
New Mexican by William M. Tipton,
commissioner of lands at Manila, contnlna nn sirwnnnt. nf the disaster which
overtook tlie revenue cutter Levte. and
in which James M. Dean, formerly a
esident of this city and well and fav
orably known here, lost his lire.
It will be remembered that Mr. Dean
enlisted in the First United States
Volunteer Cavalry "The Rough RM
ers," saw active service in Cuba, and
afterwards went to the Philippines
where he received the appointment lo
and filled very creditably anil very
satisfactorily an important position In
the revenue service. The Times says:
Further details of one of the nvj!t
frightful catastrophes which has oc
curred to Philippine coast shipping
for years, are now on hand. These
details were received this morning in
telegram from Collector Rafferty
at Cebu to Commander Helm, enter
Feis

"3.

of:ut.
the

revenue

ZZ? Mindoro,

have been shipwrecked during the re
cent typhoon, i
"The details, though meage shpw
,
hHS
1noa of Ufa
11W t1,
"now

ins
iu
the

neen.

u--

--

m

-

cutter Leyte i have
;it last
oecome Known uuu
some of the best known and biavest
of the younger officers in the rurviey
The
of the civil government.
aa
umuwo.,
is
. .
giam

bst on

Manila, Fels Reports usi
of passengers given me in Legaspl uisignal
lows, Dean, examiner; Price,

'Helm.

-

Mor-

corps; Foote,
gan, internal revenue; Ely, examiner;
Sommersr constabulary. Bodies oi
Dean and Sommers recovered aui

nuiiea.

James

clerk

M. Dean

was formerly chief

to the treasurer

province, aim

m

w

0t

$15,000 for the Prop
erty From Company Recently1

immigration agent and who is a
work principally in the Estancla Valley, yesterday made a desert land en
try upon 1C0 acres of land in town
ship 7 north, range 8 east, which has
been just opened for settlement in
Torrance County.
in uuuiuon 10 ivir. naroin, six soi- dier's homestead entries were made in
same township by Iowa men who
I the
Qf

and Algona

WLt

GALLEDJN RUSSIA

Cer-rillo-

Socialists Now

mand Absolute

i

profits are $30,677.69.
Deposits on that date amounted to
$712,210.10, while the loans and dis
counts were $311,088.45. The bank is
not only the oldest, but also the sound
est financial institution in the Terri
tory.

ROSWELL OIL BOOM.
will Be Commenced
That City By
Near
Property

Active Drilling
on

one-hal-

J.

A

KE

Mrs. H. H. Perry, living at 440
s
Road, former owner of the group
of mines forty miles from Santa Fe,
known as the Oro Quay Group, has
Dedisposed of her holdings to M. M.
Berber, he acting as purchasing agent
for an incorporated company known
as the Oro Quay Gold Mining Company, with offices at 135 Palace Avenue, this city.
Mrs. Perry and her husband, now
deceased, have been owners of the ten
mines comprising the Oro Quay Group, INSIST
UPONAJEMOCRACY
since 1879, when they were first located by her husband.
It is understood that the consideration named in the, deeds was $15,000 Order to Quit Work Obeyed
to be paid at the rate of $100 - per
By Army of Laborers-Fo- ur
month, until the expiration of two
Are Killed.
years when the entire sum, minus
that already paid was to be settled in
full, under contract of forfeiture.
BULLETINS.
The Oro Quay Gold Mining Com
St. Petersburg, Nov. 15. At the
pany, of which I. Sparks, of this city
is the local agent, has been incorpor
works there was a fight between
ated at $500,000, and it Intends to de
four men
velop the mines in the Oro Quav the strikers and
Group to the fullest extent, men al being killed and ten more wounded
ready being at work upon them. The
with knives.
properties are situated in the Golden
mining district in south Santa Fe
St. Petersburg, Nov. 15. The order
County.
for a general strike was wonderfully

and with whom
Mr.
Home Company.
Harbin is well acquainted.
Before
six months are over, it looks as it
there would be quite a colony of hardy
The valuable oil properties about
and fiYiiPrienpnd Tnwn farmer, in tllu Roswell are to be worked. A compamen
ny composed of Roswell business
.
,
Tn
homestead en has been organized and has taken over
tries made above, there are several the oil lands.
citizens who live near Algona and
The work of drilling for oil will be
now on the road to commenced immediately. Tests have
Waterloo,
New Mexico for the purpose of be- shown that there are great oil deposits
coming permanent settlers in Torrancrs beneath the land around Roswell.
will
County. Township 8 north, range A The new company
Investigate
f
the
and if the property has
and filing in the month of Jan- value
oil boom
a
great
represented,
uary. It is believed that the town- - is bound to follow.
,
tQwn Qf B
Nearly all the stock of the. newly oroil company has been subganized
lg
that
scribed, and it is doubtful if any will
ship 6 north, range 8 east.
be placed upon the market for sale.

.a
the position oi traveling exanuu
the office of the insular treasurer. H
was extremely popular and enjojoa
trm o.onnaence aim swu wm
who knew him. In the list of promotions of the civil service board' pub- RETURNS TO TOKIO TO
lished a few days ago, his name ap
GIVE REPORT ON WAR.
peared for an increase of salary
$2,000 a year. He lost his life in the
Tokio, Nov. 15. Replying to an im
Leyte wreck before the notice of this. perial message, ordering him speedily
Increase could reach mm.
to return to Tokio and render a personal report on the recent war, Field
An advertisement In the New Mexi Marshal Oyama, has named November
can is always effective. Why? Be- 20th as the date of his departure from
' '
cause It reaches the people.
Manchuri

6 STR

SECOND B

Organized.

Pittsburg, Nov. 15. Another suit on
four notes .aggregating $91,038, was
entered today by Receiver John B
Cunningham of the defunct Enterprise
National Bank of Allegheny
City,
aganist. William H. Andrews, congres- sional delegate from New Mexico.
Estate is Appraised
T.
of
Lee
Private papers
the
of
dead
cashier
Clark,
the
Enterprise National Bank of
Allegheny, which are under examina
tlon by appraisers, appointed to deCOSTILLA CASE DRAGS.
term ne the value of Clark's estate.
are said to show that Clark's outside
of Testimony of Juan Bernal
I
vonva Part
finnnrlnt triitianprinns Iwrnn
Stricken From Record on Motion
ag0 an(j ,tnat jje was interested in
of Defense.
Lanv mrnorat1nns. inclndimr several
mining ventures.
Much amusement was afforded those
Among his holdings at the time of who attended
yesterday's session in
his death, it is said, was a half interest the
of the Protective Associa
hearing
in a string of high bred Kentucky tion of the town of
Costilla vs. the
horses.
United States Freehold Land and Im
Duplicate Books.
migration Company.
lf the latest reports concerning the
When quesioned by the attorneys
Enterprise bank are true, Receiver for the plaintiffs Juan Bernal testified
Cunningham is in possession of a du- that he knew the settlers had been
plicate set of books kept by persons raising sheep on the grant 'for the
in the bank between August 25 last, past twenty years, but on cross-exam- i
when the federal examination was nation admitted that he had not seen
made, and the day the bank closed its the sheep feeding on that land except
doors. This Information comes from during the past year. The defense
one of the directors of the Enterprise then moved that this testimony be
bank, who appeared to be surprised stricken out, which motion was grantthat lio mention had been previously ed by the court.
'.'DicLthey erect fences," was then
madr of Jhis incident in the examina
asked.
tion of the bank's accounts.
"They did. They built a big com
The finding of the books was some
days subsequent to the suicide of munity fence."
"Did you see them build it?"
Cashier Clark, and a perusal of them
"No, but I know the fences are
has been of invaluable assistance in
there."
tracing to their source many of the
"But you don't know who built
fraudulent financial transactions that
them?"
wrought the wreck of the 'bank. It is
"No."
said Examiner Moxey carried with
This part of his evidence was then
him to Washington a complete copy of
ordered stricken out.
these accounts, and upon them the
The same witness, was on the stand
federal government will base its cri- at
today's session. He will finish prob
minal suits.
ably today.
Employes Are Hit.
At the rate the case has been pro
Just who will be hit by this con gressing the attorneys do not look for
templated action is a matter of con a closing before the end of next week,
jecture. Tlie presumption is that and perhaps longer, as at present it
Clark had not sole knowledge of these takes about three days to examine one
books, and was not the only person witness.
who made entries in them. It is known
that certain employes of the Enterprise
SANTA FE FINANCES.
bank have been compelled to secure
the receiver by giving judgment notes
First National Bank Issues Statement.
and making real estate transfers.
Surplus and Undivided Profits
illinto
ereason
th
for this
Inquiry
Over $60,000.
cits the information th ' these em- ployes secured loans from the bank
That the financial condition of San
that have not yet been met. What
Fe is excellent, and that its banking
ta
the sums aggregate is not known, but
institution is in a flourishing condiReceiver. Cunningham
insisted that
tion, is made evident by the pub
these loans be insured by notes and lished
statement of the First National
property transfers of equivalent value. Bank of Santa Fe, which appears elsewhere in this issue of the New MexiSETTLERS FOR ESTANCIA can.
the
According to the statement,
Iowa Farmers
Made Six Soldier's bank had on hand November tn, a
Homestead Entries Monday-- Will
total reserve fund of $50,447.55 in
More
lawful money. The surplus tuna
Follow.
amounts to $30,000, and the undivided

Iwa,

who has been dispatched to the coast
of Samar to render all needed assistance to any vessels which might

Perry Gets

Freedom.

Hyde Tells of Many Offers Dead Cashier of Enterprise
For Equitable Stock
Bank Interested in Many

Harriman on Stand.

NO. 230.

CONFEDERATE GENERAL DIES
AT HIS OKLAHOMA HOME.

San-gal-

anti-striker-

successful.

Almost one hundred thou

sand men quit work at noon.
Strike is General.
St. Petersburg, Nov. 15. A general
political strike began at noon. This
action was decided upon late last
night by the workmen's strike committee which is now completely ud- der the domination of the social revolutionists whose leaders proclaim their
ultimate object is a complete over
throw of the monarchy and establish
ment of a democratic republic.
Ready to Die.
The proclamation says: "If the im
perial government continues it will be
over our dead bodies. It court
the soldiers and sailors of
Cronstadt who died in defense of their
rights and natural freedom. It encircles the weak and oppressed Poland
with an iron ring of martial law."
The committee appealed to the
strike committee with a view of bring
ing about another general tieup.
Trouble Begins.
The strike commenced promptly at
noon on the Warsaw & Baltic Railways, and it is announced all. others
will follow. The workmen at Putllot
and in some other factories declined
to join the strike.
Should a general strike again spread
d

mar-tlale-

over the country

the

government's

position might be rendered desperate.

It is impotent now to deal with many
questions confronting It, and It might
be terrorized Into making further con
cessions.
Georgia Wants Autonomy.
The ancient kingdom of Georgia, fol
lowing the lead of Finland and Poland,
has now demanded autonomy.
An attempt to restore order in Ku- witn Kussian
tais,
the populace
inflamed
so
has
troops
that the municipal council of Kutals,
has telegraphed Count Witte and the
atviceroy advising against further
coercism.
at
tempts
Riots at Vladivostock.
St. Petersburg, Nov. 15. The latest
reports from Vladivostok maicaie
that the rioting has not yet been suppressed. Both sailors and fortress ar
tillerymen participated in tne out
break. The commandant lost nis
head, and the situation got beyond his
control.
Trans-Caucasi-

Measures to suppress the outbreak
a large part of
the city had been destroyed. The pop
ulation is seeking refuge on the vessels in the harbor.
According to one report, 300 rioters.
mostly sailors and artillerymen, were
killed or wounded during the first aay
of the outbreak.
Give Peasants Land.
St. Petersburg, Nov. 15 The Associated Press is informed from a high
source that a ukase will be Issued tonight, whereby a large portion of the
imperial domain which covers almost
a third of European Russia and which
at present Is the property of the Emperor and the Grand Dukes will be
given to the peasants.
Arrest Patriots.
Warsaw, Nov. 15. Count TaszkieJant-zeM.
and
of
editor
Llbiskl,
wich,
a manufacturer, both prominent
Polish patriots, were arrested this
were not taken until

n,

morning.
STOP ELECTION CANVASS
TO AWAIT TALLY SHEETS.
New York. Nov. 15.

The examina

tion of election returns by the board
of canvassers was delayed today, it
being decided to stop all proceedings
until noon, when the omciai taii
sheets are expected to be produced.
Justice Aniennd last night issued an
order that these sheets should be given the board and this order was argued In the supreme court today.

POLICE CHIEF ESCAPES.
Snyder, Okla., Nov. 15. Colonel J.
15. Fehtni
H. Clark, brevet brigadier general in
Constantinople, Nov.
the Confederate Army, and for a num- Pasha, chief of the secret police of
ber of years agent at Mescalero for the the Palace, was intended to be the vic
Apache Indians, is dead at his home tim of yesterday's bomb outrage, but
here aged 72.
escaped unscathed.

Santa Fe New Mexican, Wednesday, November 15, 1905.
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"corrupt," people and if all the advocates of separate statehood are corrupt, the easiest way to solve the
statehood problem is to prove the asand to send them behind the
PRINTING sertion

EW

MEXICAN
NEW
PUBLISHERS.
COMPANY,

We Will Bond Yoo.

bars.

Editor

MAX. FROST
PAUL A. F. WALTER,

c

As to the second argument, that it
is an injustice to give New Mexico
with 300,000 people two Senators when
New York with 8,000,000 Inhabitants

THE HINTED

SMS

FIDELITY flflD

LACOMB & GABLE, Proprietors.

C THE
L

Mm

A

Wml

has only two, it is equally as force-ablManager and Associate Editor
if put in this form: It Is unjust
PERCY F. KNIGHT,
to give the proposed state of Arizona
and
Treasurer
Secretary
with 4!0,000 people only two Senators,
-A U ft Ir-r- r
r
when Wyoming with only 100,000 peoat
Entered as Second Class Matter
ple is given two; when Delaware with
the Santa Fe Fostofllce.
only 250,000 inhabitants has two, and
Home Office, 10 W. Saratoga St., Baltimore, Md.
when Idaho and a number of other
states with less than 450,000 people
RATES OF SUBSCRIPTION.
r
We issue every form of Fidelity, Surety, Contract. Official
have two Senators; when the major
$ .25
Dally, per week, by carrier
the
to
admitted
ity of states were
and Court Bonds. Our Burglary Insurance Policies cover
1.00 Union
Dally, per month, by carrier
oi
long before they had one-hal- f
American and Ettf opean Plan. Commodious Sample Rooms. Steam
75
loss by burglary, larceny, theft and dishonesty of servants.
Dally, per month, by mall
450,000 inhabitants. The question was
Heated. Electric Lighted. Every Room a Good One. Short Order
7.50 threshed over in the constitutional
Daily, one yar by mall
Our forms are the simplest. Our rates are the lowest.
4.00
mall
six
months, by
Department Open Day and Night. Press the Button we do the rest.
Dally,
convention, and the arguments for and
Our piotection is the best.
2.00
senatorial
Daily, three months, by mall
representaagainst unequal
GEO. R. CALLIS,
JOHN R. BLAND,
2.00 tion can be found in old copies of The
Weekly,, pei; year
.
Secretary-TreasurerPresident.
1.00
all
six
matters
months
To
Weekly,
SEES
Federalist.
equalize
75 around, why not consolidate Illinois
Weekly, per quarter
O. C. WATSON & CO.,
SANTA FE,
25 and Indiana' or Michigan, Wisconsin
,
Weekly, per month
NEW MEXICO.
General Agents for New Mexico.
If 8,000,000 people
and Minnesota?
Sentwo
for
basis
every
are to be the
The New Mexican Is the oldest ators then the United States Senate
57 San Francisco Street.
newspaper In New Mexico. It Is sent would consist of twenty members, of
to every postofflce in the Territory, which the entire west would have but WHAT IS THE
MATTER WITH dently much room for the improveFREE TRADE ENGLAND.
and has a large and growing circula- two. if any one has been done an inment of mail facilities in the SouthThe New York Commercial, which west and one of these improvements
tion among the Intelligent and
justice, it is the people of New Mexico who for almost sixty years have has decided free trade leanings, ad- would be the awarding of a mail conpeople of the Southwest.
suffered taxation without representat- mits reluctantly that the goose does tract to the automobile lino between
Blankets, Baskets,
Rag, Wax, Featehr and Linen Drawn Work,
not hang very high in free trade Eng- Torrance and Roswell, which would
ion.
,
Garnets and Other Gems
Opals,
Turquoises,
;;.
t
As to the aspersion that the rail land when it says editorially:
ber
hour
service
assure a twenty-fouOUR
the
Best of Everything in Our Line.
To
Have
MOTTO:
new
Sen
four
"Husbands out of work and starving tween central New Mexico and the
roads desire to own the
ators of the proposed states of New wives and children! A deputation of lower Pecos Valley.
Mexico and Arizona it hardly need to women call on Premier Balfour and
be pointed out that 8,000,000 inhabit- talk about bloodshed!
What is the Sxatk or Ohio, City of Toi.kdo, (
A MUGWUMP
OPINION.
J88,
do not protect New York against matter with London? Immense crowds
Lucas County.
iliirper's Weekly, a Mugwump illtis ants
for the U. S. Sena- singing
Frank J. Cheney makes oath that he la
'The
Marsellaise'
in
railroad
the
senators,
in
New York
irated journal printed
senior partner of the Arm of F. J. Cheney &
tors from the Empire State., if not streets. They are suggesting the start Co., doingbiminess in the City of Toledo'
City, takes a long distance shot at
; cads, own the rail- ing of industries at public expense for County and fctate aforesaid, and tht-- Raid
the advocates of statehood for New o.vi'ed by the i
tirm
will
the sum of ONB HUNDRED
pay
in the end amounts to the employment of the poor and needy, DOLLARS for each
and every case of Catttrrh
Mexico within its present boundaries. roads, which
be
cannot
that
the use of Haiti
They are talking of a revolution to ex uatarrh Cure. cured ifby
WILLIAM VAUGHN, Prop.
Last year no libel was too silly or too the same thing.
KAN K J. l;HKNKY
Senator
further?
in
in
bloodshed
Russia.
But
ceed
that
go
why
Sworn to before roe and subscribed lu my
vicious for Harper's to reprint in
boats Harper's a thousand miles There is something radically wrong presence, this 6th day of December, A. D. lfVW.
A. W. ULEAbUN,
speaking of the two territories and
in
manufacturing arguments in favor with the government of our cousin
Kotahy Public.
this time again, instead of presenting
la
from
Hall's
Catarrh Cure
taken internally.
The editorial
across the seas, if these reports are
of joint, statehood.
and
acts
blood
on
and mucous
arguments, it seeks to belittle and to
the
directly
York publication need but not exaggerated.
To hear the masses surfaces of the system, send for testimonials
besmirch the two territories and to the New
the
Cuisine and Table Service Unexcelled
in the world's most, populous city clam- free.
bo diligently circulated to rally
F. J. CHENEY & CO., Toledo, O.
impugn the motives of those who want
Mexico and Arizona to oring for bread at a time when this
Sold by all Druggists, 75c.
to see N'ew Mevieo a state
Yet people of New
Take Hall's Family Pills for constipation
still more determined resistance to and many other nations are passing
Large Sample Rooms for Commercial Travelers.
there, are two or three papers pub a
the tirade bears through an era of remarkable prosfor
statehood,
joint
lished in, ..New Mexico who befoul their on its face the overbearing contempt perity is remarkable, and presents a When
Tesclco
e, iTe-vyou want a pleasant physic
.own .nest by reprinting the long
and
of the editor of Harper's for the West phase of industrial economy that must try Chamberlain's Stomach and Liver
..tedious article with approval.
and for its people. Shame upon those be solved by the government in pow- Tablets. They
aie
easy to take
, Boiled down, the two and more coNew Mexico papers that approve of it. er, which, at the moment confesses its and produce no griping or other unlumn tirade maintains that:
inability to alleviate the unusual
pleasant effect. Sold by all druggists
"1. All advocates for separate stateDELAY HURTS.
WHERE
hood for New Mexico are 'local, selfish
The New Mexican desires to call
and corrupt.' That, of course, includes
The New Mexican Printing Company
attention of the city administra FINE SPRING OUTLOOK FOR 1906. has on hand a
the
nrt
Hio nrncjmif
nf inint HhitA.
vnrnt
of writing tabtion to the following from the Carls"If anybody aad predicted eighteen lets and scratchquantity suitable
hood because they too at one time
IMPORTING AND MANUFACTURING
for the
pads,
bad Argus:
months ago that in November of the office
desk, the store or for children's
separate statehood and still
the
commend
to
desires
'The Argus
year of our Lord nineteen hundred use at school. This lot will be closed
ANNOUNCEMENT
say that separate statehood would be
action of the city council in its deter and five lambs six months old would
',out at five cents each, or at a reduc
preferable.
Our
illustrated
and Winter Catalog No. 33 Js now ready for
Fall
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so
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.
order
mination
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tin
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and conven he would have been looked at askance tion if taken
the
shall
blessing
enjoy
two U. S. Senators to a Territory havDiscriminating purchasers who desire to be shown the Very best
ience of cement sidewalks throughout as one whose sanity is beginning to
ing only 195,000 inhabitants when
and latest productions in jewelry should not fail to write for it.
The main business portion be in doubt. Now, however, he would NO POISON IN CHAMBERLAIN'S
town.
the
...New York with 8,000,000 inhabitants
COUGH
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with
now
Every article sent subject to approval.
town is
supplied
be considered a mighty good guesser."
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walks,
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Board
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walks
Pharmacy
Comparison of prices always welcome.
"3. That all railroads and railroad tend the line of
Right you are, and what is more, the of New South Wales, Australia, had
is
as
So
it
far
residence
portions.
men arc corrupt.
meet good prices for lambs and wethers are an analysis made of all the cough meCAL,
.. "4.
That the mining interests and possible to learn this action is of all likely to keep up for the coming year. dicines
that were sold in that market.
ing with the entire approval
all miners are corrupt.
The
outlook
is
very good. The heavy Out of the entire list they found only
diffi
"5. That four out of fifty and more citizens, and there will be little
rains that have fallen recently in one that
a
in
compliance
prompt
they declared was entirely
having
culty
newspapers in Arizona now favor
when many sections of the Territory have free from all poisons. This excep
council
the
of
order
the
with
jointure of Now Mexico and Arizona
even helped the range greatly and ihave
tion was Chamberlain's Cough Re"
because they think separate state the final one is made. But,
17 Years' Experience.
the lakes and water holes as well
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less
more
be
MeTelephone 126.
objection
should
there
made by the Chamberlain
medy,
hood can nut be obtained at present.
as
soaked
the
Con- dicine
thoroughly.
to
ground
this
improvement
public
Des
Moines ; Iowa,
necessary
"G.
' Office at Exchange Stables
Company,
Tjat twelve newspapers out of
fallen in U. S. A. The absence of all narcotics
bo persisted in. siderable snow has already
eijrhty. in New Mexico favor jointure. It should nevertheless
to street
im many of the mountain ranges. These makes this remedy the safest and
Among these twelve. Harper's enum- Sidewalks are, next
erates such stout advocates of separ- provements, the most valuable public events justify the prediction that there best that can be had; and it is with a
ate statehood as the Colfax County asset a town can have. The cost to will be a good supply of water and feeling of security that nny mother
aowners, when plenty of grass for the next year's can give it to her
Stockman.
Twenty-fiv- e
little ones.
per cent of individual property
those named are published at Albu- contrasted and weighed against the spring lambing and shearing. The Recommended
its makers for
-d
by
for
increased value to property, is all in demand
mutton in this great coughs, colds, croup, and whooping
querque.
"7.
That ten to fifteen people in favor of the owner, and this fact is country is constantly on the increase, cough. This remedy is for sale by all
that, druggists.
Arizona have been converted during sufficient authority for the municipal and there is every probability
Feed Stable In Connection.
the past twelve months to the joint body to insist that this work be done there will be no slump in prices, at any
at this time. There ifi no time like rate for the year 1906.
ENTRANCE OPPOSITE O. C. WATSON & CO'S OFFICE.
statehood idea.
It is an admitted fact that real es
"S.
That the opposition to joint !.he present, and as Carlsbad will contate and financial men and merchants
Colonizing African territory even in
statehood besides the railroad and tinue to be a town and a good one,, no
all
say that quickest and best results
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de
matter
what
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mining interests consists of men in
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a
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who want
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federal office and
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are
until
vexing questions
waiting
fice.
people seem to think. For the past
settled and the calmness of certainty year Germany has had considerable
"9. In short: That joint statehood
comes. Hustle and make things come trouble 'in its East African posses- A GUARANTEED CURE FOR PILES.
is 'obstructed and delayed by the selfIs the proper motto.
Wait with pa- - sions, and in October, German troops Itching, Blind, Bleeding, Protruding.
ish and ephemeral interests of local
must
be
if
that
done, but im fought thousands
rlence,
of natives with Druggists are authorized to refund
politicians and by the corrupt and prove your town while you wait."
if PAZO OINTMENT fails to
results.
The
bloody
saying that pro- money
likewise ephemeral interests of mine
ALL PERIODICALS x
In connection with the above, this gress and civilization must be attend- cure In G to 14 days. COc.
owners and railroad managers."
paper desires to urge upon the Santa ed by bloodshed is evidently as true
of Fe city council to lose no time in push, , These charges carry the stamp
today as it was three hundred year.? WHEN YOU HAVE A BAD COLD.
'.their own weakness. They will bring ing the construction of more brick ago.
You want a remedy that will not
'conviction to no one now opposed to sidewalks and street crossings. Every
only give quick relief but effect a perFINE CIGARS AND CANDY
the joint statehood scheme, no matter day's delay hurts the business men,
in New Mexico cities manent cure.
Improvement
how ready and willing to be convinced. the
You want a remedy that will relieve
property owners and all those who is the .order of the day. A company
But take them up, one by one.
have money invested in merchandise for the construction, operation
and the tungs and keep expectoration easy
,1. The accusation Is made that the or In real property in the city limits. maintenance of an electric
You want a remedy that will count
light and
sentiment for statehood for New Mex The sloppy, dirty and unsightly condi- electric power plant in the town of eract any tendency toward pneumonia
ico is local. Perhaps it is. All pa- tion of the streets keeps sojourners, Socorro has
You want a remedy that is pleasant
just been organized and
triotism Is local to a greater or less travelers, health seekers and tourists it is expected will be in successful op and safe to take.
extent. Ef.n Harper's Is at times in- from, the town aud Induces them to eration in six months. ' Items like this
Chamberlain's Cougji Remedy meets
ordinately pt'iM oi New York and leave here much more quickly than show that true and constant progress requirements and for the speedy and
New York Or., even though that is they would were there plenty of side are being made by the people of the
permanent cure of bad colds stands
manifesto? & JwaJ spirit. It has a walks and street crossings, and wero Sunshine Territory.
without a pwr, For sale by all drug
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ail that, k m::.'.:. to It and much is and the best climate it has; these
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worthy local, self- items are facts; they should, however, because the French Chamber of Depu
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ish ifris and Providence forbid, that be supplemented by good, comfortable ties is not
exactly in accordance with
According to the Williams Llrer;
the timft vUi 7t:r come when the ma- and clean sidewalks and crossings. In the policy of the government. Pooh!
jorities of American citizens cease to fact, the town cannot have too many The members of the ministry should Stable Law, pasaed by the 36th Legisha prowl of t.h:!r own locality or be- of them for its own good and for the come to the United States and learn lative Assembly and approved by Gov
come tired of its upbuilding. Yes, the benefit of the many who come here as a thing or two. Mighty few federal or ernor Otero, every keeper of a livery
stable Is required to post a copy of the
New Mexican pleads guilty to the ac- visitors and as temporary sojourners. state officials
resign in this country,
cusation that part of Its motive In
sometimes they are retired by the law In a conspicuous place In hla
seeking separate statehood for N'ew ,Tho U. S. Reclamation Service has people, but as to voluntary resigna stable. The law Is for the protection
ALL KINDS OF PICTURE FRAMING.
of livery stable keepers against dead
Mexico Is local and selfish, for the best recently investigated an irrigation tions they are few and far between.
beats and persons who damage any
interests of New Mexico and Its peo- project on the La Plata River in San
vehicle or Injure any animal hired
ple, before the interests of any one Juan County just south of the Colora
Andrew Carnegie asserts that Eur
from a livery stable. The New Mexiin New York City. It is no credit to do line and on the west bank of that
Day Telepone 35.
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the joint advocates that they ac- stream. It is understood that the pro- and
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are shocked.
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OPPORTUNITY KNOCKS BUT ONCE,

BAJiK

According to Ingalls, and fngalls was a smart man. You may not altogether agreeher agree with him on this proposition; some people do
you must admit that it Is a smart man who recognizes Opportunity when they meet. The home of Opportunity is now at

but

not,

WILLAED

OF SANTA FE.

The oldest banking Institution In New Mexico. Established In 1870.
JOHN H. VAUGHN, Cashier.
RUFUS J. PALEN, President.
HENRY L. WALDO, Vlrl President. ALFRED H. BRODHEAO,
'
Assistant Cashier. ,

THE GATEWAY

The hustling new town located at the punction of the Santa Fe Central and the Santa Fe Cut-Ofthe new trunk line from Chicago to the Pacific. It Is
a natural gateway to all points of the compass; Is surrounded by a fine grazing country with agricultural possibilities undeveloped; it has good water In
feet below the'surface. It Is owned by the
abundance at a depth of thirty-fiv- e
f,

Surplus and Undivided Profits $55,000.

CaplUI $150,000.

Willard Town and Improvement Company.

Loans
Transacts a general banking business In all Its branches.
coland
of
kinds
on
most
all
favorable terms
personal
money on the
lateral security. Buys and sells bonds and stocks in all markets for
Its customers. Buys and sells domestic and foreign exchange and
makes telegraphic transfere ofmonay to all parte of the civilized
world on as liberal terme as are given by any
agency, public or private. Interest allowed on time deposits at the
rate of three per cent per annum, on a six month'- - or year's term.
Liberal advancee made on consignments of live stock and products.
The bank executes all ordere of Ite patrons In the banking line, and
conalms to extend to them as liberal treatment In all respects, as is
sound
of
banking. Safety
sistent with safety and the principles
boxes for rent. The patronage of the public Is respectfully

JOHN BECKER, Pres. and Gen. Mgr.
WM. M. BERGER, Secretary.

Carl

money-transmittin- g

MINES

A. Dalles,

AND

MINING.

Socorro

tLsse waters has been thoroughly tested by the miraculous cures attested to
in the following diseases: Paralysis,
Rheumatism, Neuralgia, Consumption,
Malaria, Brlght's Disease of the Kidneys, Syphilitic and Mercurial Affections, Scrofula, Catarrh, La Grippe, all
Femal Complaints, etc., etc. Board
lodging and bathing $2.50 per day; $1
week: ISO ner month. Stage meets
Denver trains and waits for Santa Pe
train upon request. This resort is
At. all seasons and is open all
winter. Passengers for OJo Callente
can leave Santa Pe at 9 a. m., ana
reach OJo Callente at 4 m. the same
day. Fare for round trip from Santa
Pe to OJo Callente, $7.40. For further

e

Bar-anc- a

particulars, address

Proprietor.
r
UjO caiiente, iu vuumj, n i.

ANTONIO JOSEPH,
.
.....

Hi

N

M

C0R0NAD0 HOTEL.
PLAN

AND EUROPEAN

AMERICAN

EVERY ROOM NEATLY FURNISHED

Short Orders Served a la Carte.
Meals 25 cents.
South Side of Plaza.

We
-

-

have everything in season.
- - 222 San Francisco Street.

Santa Fe. New New Mexico.
Lupe Herrera and Son, Proprietors.

G.
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Wedding Cards and Asnovmceamto at
the V aw Mexican.
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la the Place

Vet

Mercantile Stationery

County.
sale of
The negotiations for the
are
still
mine
Rosedale
pending
the
although the owners, the W. H. Mar-thfirst
tin Company, has received
The
of
the
price.
payment
purchase
intending purchasers are the New
Mexico Gold Mining Company and the
purchase price $300,000.
Santa Fe County.
The Boston Mining Exchange last
week, stock of the Santa Fe Gold and
ranged between
Copper Company
$2.50 and $2.75 a share.
Two large loads of rails nad other
supplies were unloaded at the Memphis at Red River recently, indicating
that development work on a large
scale is planned.
A good lead has been struck on the
Clifton group at Red River, adjoining
the Independence, 'by William J.
Floyd, George Walter and S. W.
Thompson.
Otero County.
The well at Jarilla Junction is down
1G0 feet and the drill Is granite. Before the granite was struck, the drill
passed through soil that panned gold.
Pipe Is beginning to arrive at Jari
lla Junction for the pipe line to be
built .to Jarilla from the Sacramento
River.
Many oil locations were made recent
ly under the placer law In the vicinity
of Jarilla Junction.
The Monument mine at Chloride has
resumed the shipment of high grade
silver ore to the smelter at El Paso.
Work has been started on a long tunnel under the old workings. The work
Is to be done with power drills.
Taos County.
S. M. Mallette this week has com
pleted the assessment work on the
Carlo, a copper
property, at Red
River.
A fine shaowing of gold ore is made
on the Eureka, at Red River .owned by
J. M. and G. L. Mead.
More men are being given employ
ment on the
Independence at Red
River and arrangements are being
made for the shipment of ore next
year.
W. C. Harvely,
of Trinidad, Colo
rado, owner of the Rock of Ages, is
at Red River loooklng after the as
sessment work on his own and other

BLANK BOOKS AND LEDGERS.
:

:

:

:

LITTLE CHILL!

WAjUTS

The A. T. & S. F. Railway announce
round trip tickets on sale at fare and
account
National
rate,
Thanksgiving day. Dates of sale, No
vember 29 and 30th. Good for return until December 4th.
L. C. YOCUM, Agent.
one-thir-

d

31, 1905.

Notice is hereby given that the following named settler has filed notice
of his intention to make final proof in
support of his claim, and that said
proof will be made before the probate
clerk, Bernalillo County, at Albuquerque, N. M.,on December 6, 1905, viz.:
Winfred B. Bletcher, of Sandoval
County, New Mexico, for the SW
NE
NW
N
SE
SW
sec. 20, T 20 N, R 2 E.
He names the following witnesses
to prove his continuous residence upon and cultivation of said land, viz.:
George W. Dexter, Margaret. E. M.
Garnett, William G. Bletcher, Belle
Lawrence, all of Senorito, New Mexico.
MANUEL R. OTERO,
Register.
1-- 4

1--

4

ATTORN
MAX. FROST,
Attorney at Law.
Santa Fe,
New Mexico.

HANNA & SPENCER,
Attorneys at Law.
'Phone
Offices Griffin Block.

1--

2

October
THANKSGIVING DAY RATES.

PROFESSIONAL CARDS

1-- 2

1--

G. W. PRICHARD,

Attorney and Counselor at Law.
Practices In all the District Courts
and gives special attention to cases
before the Territorial Supreme Court
Office, Capitol Bldg., Santa Fe, N. M.
BENJAMIN M. READ,
Attorney at Law.
Santa Fe,
New Mexico.
Office, Sena Block.
Palace Are.
N. S.

R08E.

Attorney at Law.
E3TANCIA : : : : NEW MEXICO
WILLIAM

H.

LLEWELLYN,
at Law.
Las Cruces. New , exlco.
District Attorney for Dona Ana,
Otero, Grant, Luna and Sierra Counties, Third Judicial District.

Attor

....

A. W. POLLARD,
Attor. ey at Law.
Deming,
New Mexico.
District Attorney, Luna County.

CHEAP RATFS TO NEW YORK.
The Mexican Central has recently
EDWARD C. WALE,
placed on sale tickets to New York and
Attorney at Law.
return, going via the Mexican Central
Practices in All the Court.
to either Vera Cruz or Tamplco,
"Mining Cases and Mineral Patents a
thence via the famous Ward SteamSpecialty."
return
The
New
to
York.
ship Line
.
Laa Orucea,
New Mexico.
will be by rail over any line to El Paso.
The entire trip, covering thousands of
A. B. RENcHAN,
miles. Havana, Cuba, and Its famous
C134.
No.
Homestead
in the 'SuDreme and Ma.
Practices
Moro Castle, Newport and a dozen of
Notice
Publication.
for
Courts.
trlct
Mining and Land Law a
of
the
United
the largest cities
States,
Department of the Interior, Land specialty.. Kooms 8 and 9. Sena Bond
can be made for $122.50. A more deOffice at Santa Fe, New Mexico.
ing, Palace Avenue Santa Fe, N. M.
not be planned, as
lightful trip
October 31, 1905.
stop-ove- r
allowed
and
are
privileges
Notice is hereby given that the fol
CHAS. F. EASLEY,
the tlcke are good for one year from
named settler has tiled notice
lowing
(Late
Surveyor General.)
the
includes
sale.
The trip
the date of
of his intention to make final proof in
Attorney at Law.
City of Mexico, the "Paris of Amer- support of his claim, and that said
Santa Fe,
New Mexico.
ica." further information can be seproof will be made before the probate Land and Mining: Business a Specialty.
cured by address!- - A. Dulohery, Com- clerk, at Albuquerque, New Mexico,
mercial Agent, El Paso, Tex or W. on December 5, 1905, viz.:
E. C. ABBOTT,
D. Murdock, Aslstavt General Passenof Sandoval
George W. Dexter,
at Law.
Attorney
Mexico.
of
NE
NW
N.
Agent.
the
for
City
ger
M.,
County,
In
the
Practices
District and Su
sec.
NW
SW
NW
Legal blanks of every description, E
preme Courts. Prompt and careful at
and conforming to the laws of New 25, T 20 N, R 1 E.
,,
tention given to all business.
properties
on hand and for sale by
He names the following witnesses
A good showing
of ore has been Mexico, are
District Attorney for the Counties of
residence
Mexican
upon
Printing Company. to prove his continues
made on the Verde at Red River by the New
Santa
Fe, Rio Arriba, Taos and San
and cultivation of said land, viz.:
Juan.
Timothy Heathman.
Santa Fe New Mexico.
G.
William
Winfred B. Bletcher,
A. L. Hartley has located the Starry JUSTICE OF THE PEACE DOCKETS.
The New Mexican Printing Company Bletcher, Barnabas Bletcher, all Al-of
Banner group on Pioneer creek.
EMMETT PATTON,
and James C. Dexter, of
James O. Hill and the Oldham Bro- has prepared civil and criminal dock- Senorito,
and Counselor at Law.
Attorney
thers have completed the assessment ets especially for the use of Justices buquerque.
Box
96.
Roswell, New Mexico.
MANUEL R. OTERO,
work on their property at the head of the peace. Tney are especially
Office Over Citizen's National Bank.
Register.
of the Columbine. The ore carries ruled,, with printed headings, In either
Spanish or English, mada of good recFRANK W. CLANCY,
gold, silver and lead.
ord paper, strongly and durably bound
Homestead No. 5124.
Attorney at Law.
Lincoln County.
with leather back and covers and canNotice for Publication.
for Second Judicial
Attorney
(District
A strike of gold ore Is reported
on vas sides have full Index In front and
of the Interior, Land
Department
District)
Baxter Mountain not far from the the fees of Justices
the peace and Office at Santa Fe, New Mexico.
Practices in the District Courts and
North Homestake, at White Oaks.
constables printed In full on the first
October 31, 1905.
the
Supreme Court of the Territory,
Another attempt will be made to re- page. The pages are 10
Inches.
Notice is hereby given that the fol- also before the United States
Supreme
claim the gold in the cement forma- These books are made up In c'.vll and
lowing named settler has filed notice Court n Washington.
tion near Golden by the Industrial criminal
320
of
dockets, separate,
of her intention to make final proof in
Albuquerque, New Mexico.
Gold : Mining Company, which has pages each, or with both civil and
support of her claim, and that said
with Wiswell criminal bound In on book, 80 pages proof will be made before the probate
made arrangements
Osteopathy.
To In- clerk, Bernalillo County, at Albuquer& Watson of Boston the inventors of civil and 320 pages criminal.
a concentrating machine, to give their troduce them they are offered at the que, New Mexico, on December 6, 1905,
DR. CHARLE8 A. WHEELON,
machine a trial on the company's following low prices:
viz.:
Osteopath.
$4.00
property which lies on both sides of Civil or criminal
Margaret E. M. Garnett, Sandoval
No. 103 Palace Avenue,
the Tuerto Arroyo, three miles west Combination civil and criminal.. $5.00 County, New Mexico, for the E 2
sec. 24, T 20 N, Successfully treats acute and chronic
of Golden. The property adjoins the
SW
E
For 45 cents additional for a single NW
diseases without drugs or
Baird Company's property, upon which docket, or 55 cents additional for a R 1 E;
medlcIneB.
sent
witnesses
names
the following
several years ago a $45,000 plant was combination docket, they will be
She
No
charge for consultation.
erected that did not prove a success. by mall or prepaid express. Cash In to prove her continues residence upon
2
'Phone 156.
Hours:
m., 5 p. m.
The Gold Bullion Company at Gold- full must accompany order. State and cultivation of said land, viz.:
W.
en is replacing Its older machinery plainly whether English or Spanish
Albuquerque,
Dexter,
George
with new. The new gold washer Is printed heading Is wanted. Address, New Mexico; William G. Bletcher,
Architects.
Belle Lawrence, Winfred B. Bletcher,
to handle several thousand cubic yards
NEW MEXICAN PRINTING CO.
all of Senorito, New Mexico.
of dirt a day.
HOLT A HOLT,
MANUEL R. OTERO,
R. W. Hadden, a mining engineer,
and Civil Engineers.
Architects
LICENSE LAW.
MARRIAGE
Register.
a
representing eastern capital, Is in
Maps and surveys made, buildings
The new marriage license law re
district looking over several
and construction work of all kinds
clerks to post three
zinc, lead and copper properties and If quires probatenew law In
5123.
No.
Homestead
planned and superintended. Office,
of
the
consplcuou
his report is favorable several large copies
Notice for Publication.
Montoya Building, Plaza, Las Vegas.
in each precinct The New
places
transactions in the district will be Mexican has
Interior.
the
of
on
Phone 94.
Department
law
the
neatly
printed
closed in the near future.
Land Office at Santa Fe, N. M.
card board and Is now ready to flu or
October 31, 1905.
Grant County.
ders in English or Spanish at fifty
R. M. NAKE,
Notice is hereby given that the folC. B. Bosworth
of Doming has cents for each poster. Probate clerks
Architect
and Builder.
named settler has filed notice
bougth form A. S. Goodell of Silver should enter their orders immediately lowing
Santa
New Mexico,
Fe,
In
final
to
make
of his intention
proof
City, the Eureka east of the Central. as the law goes into effect on April 14,
his
said
of
and
that
claim,
support
There is shaft on the vein with two H01
Civil Engineers and Surveyors.
proof will be made before tle probate
crosscuts, showing a fissure vein sixat
Bernalillo
Albuquerclerk,
County,
teen feet from wall to wall and four
THE LEGISLATIVE MANUAL.
que, New Mexico, on December 6,
CORBETT . COLLINS.
of solid zinc and lead and some gold
The Legislative Manual for 1905, or 1905, viz.:
....Civil and Mining Engineers.
and silver. The balance of the vein is Blue Book for New Mexico, historical
William G. Bletcher, of Sandoval
U. S. Deputy Mineral Surveyors.
a good concentrating ore. The pur- and official compendium of value to
N. M., for the S 2 SW
County,
AS8AYING.
chaser has installed a boiler and a every business man and officer and of sec
sec. 30, T 20 East Side Plaza,
NW
19, NW
8anU Fe. N. M.
304
as
dea
pump
pages. N, R 2 E, NE
interest to every citizen,
preliminary for active
sec. 25, T
NE
velopment work. There is a paralell Price $1.60. Address the New Mexi- 20 N, R 1 E, N. M. P. M.
sr
vein on the clain upon which there Is can Printing Company, Santa Fe.
The New Mexican Printing ComHe names the following witnesses
a 50 foot shaft. Over seventy tons of
to prove his continuous residence up- pany is prepared to fill promptly and
lead and silver ore is on rthe dump.
The New Mexican Printing Company on and cultivation of said land, viz.: satisfactorily all orders for engraved
The Owl mine in Gold Gulch was has on hand a large supply of pads and
Margaret E. M. Garnett, Winfred B visiting cards, marriage announcesold at sheriff's sale last week, to sat- tablets suitable for school work, the Bletcher, Barnabas Bletcher, of Senori- ments, Invitations and all work of that
isfy a judgment. The purchaser was desk and also for lawyers and mer- - to, N. M.; and George W. Dexter of kind. Prices as low as compatible
Cecil Clark who
bid
with good work. Call at the New
$1,846.
Tho ; chants; good anywhere. We will sell Albuquerque.
Mexican office and examine samples
MANUEL R. OTERO,
them at five cents in book form but
Continued oa Page Six.
will give a discount on quantities.
Register. and prices.
4

1--

1-- 4

2

--

Manufacturer Of

Santa Fe,

Homestead Entry No. 5100.
Notice for Publication.
A BIG COLD!
Department of the Interior, Land Office at Santa Fe, N. M.,
November 13 1905.
(PCBBV DAVIS1)
is
Notice
hereby
given that the folwhen taken in time always prevents sickness.
settler
has filed notice
named
sudden
for
THY
It
IT.
lowing
handy
Buy it
Keep
attacks. Tue old reliable medicine.
of his intention to make final proof In
support of his claim, and that said
proof will be made before the probate
clerk at Tierra Amarilla, N. M., on
December 27, 1905, viz.:
Caslano Gallegos, Rio Arriba CounNW
ty, New Mexico, for the S
and lots 2 and 3, Sec. 4, T 22 N, R
3 E.
He names the following witnesses
WANTED A first class salesman,
must speak Spanish and English flu- to prove his continuous residence upon and cultivation of said land, viz.:
ently. Apply at this office.
Presciliano Martinez, Florencio ViFOR RENT A nicely furnished four gil, Feles Salazar, Antonio Cerrano,
room house. Apply New Mexican of- all of Coyote, N. M.
MANUEL R. OTERO,
fice.
Register.
FOR RENT OR FOR SALE.- - A
Homestead Eentry No. 5135.
property with all conveniences on UpNotice for Publication.
per Palace Avenue. Inquire of J. P.'
of the Interior, Land
Department
Victory, 250 Lower San Francisco St.
Office at Santa Fe, New Mexico.
A

e

These Celebiated Hot Springs are
located In the midst of the Ancient
miles west
Cliff Dwellers, twenty-fivof Taos, and fifty miles north of Santa
Pe, an about twelve miles from
Station on the Denver and Rio
Grande Railway, from which point a
dally line of Btagesrunstothe springs.
The temperature of these waters Is
from 90 to 122 degrees. The gases are
carbonic. Altitude, 6,000 eet. Climate
very dry and delightful the year
round. There Is now a commodious
hotel for the convenience of Invalids
and tourists. These waters contain
1,688.24 grains of alkaline salts to the
gallon, being the richest alkaline Hot
Springs In tfce world. The efficacy of

Pn,

Call on or address JOHN W. CORBET T, Agent, Estancla, New Mexico.
manager of The John Becker Co. store at Willard has charge of the sale of lots In the absence of Mr. Corbett

De-pos- it

0J0 CALIEJ4TE IjOT SPRINGS.

WILBUR A. DUNLAVY, Vice
LOUIS C. BECKER, Treasurer.

New Mexico.

1--

1--

1--

1-- 2

2--

The
Short-

One
El Paso, Mexico and Southwest
THE BEST LINE

Denver Kansas City, Chicago, ano all
Eastern Points.

The Only Line to California
Fast Time Magnificent Equipment.
For
W

Further Particulars, Call oa

P. A,,
Topeka, Kas.

J. BLACK.

G.

L. C. YOCUM, Agent,

Santa Fe,

N. W.

Mag-dalen-

...

....
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Santa Fe New Mexican,
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For weeks everybody
about this establishment
has been on the jamp,
marking and arranging
the large quantity of

Fall Clothing

feral

That have been daily

m

pouring into my store.
I have now ready a

mm

Of New and Beautiful
.hing in Men's, Boys'
and Children's wear. I
am specially prcud of

mi-k-

i

i

Htfll.

t'lipyrlylit

MY MEN'S SUIT DISPLAY.
I have the Best Suits, made by the Best Makers I
know anything about. It would take miles of talk to

Ccmp re my Suits with any to be

do them justice.

had anywhere workmanship for workmanship-garm- ent
for garment" thread for thread. Then compare prices. Do this and you will buy your Fall Suits
here. You can't help it, you know.
--

TO JEEP YOU

WAP.

Overcoats to keep you warm
while you walk ride or travel
The active man's medium weights
The walking man's short coats.
The conservative man's medium
lengths.
The fashionable man's long coats.
The good friend cn cold nights and
stormy days Ulsters.
All sorts of Good Overcoats. It's
easy to match my prices; but you
can't match my Overcoats and
prices at the same time. Try it.

h

WHOLESALE
249-251-25-

RETAIL

DRY GOODS

San Francisco St.

3

i AnammMfiLXi-iiiiJ- S

Oe

tZ

niMYMAm.

Established

i

1858.

MANUFACTURER OF

jewels

I

Repair of Fine Watches and Jewelry Work a Specialty. Navaho Rugs and
dian Goods. Filigree at Wholesale and Retail.
West Side Plaza. Sarta Fe, N. M.

In-

.

Incorporated

1903.1

Mrs. W. W. Williams, of the south

side, was knocked down and run over
business man
by a carriage yesterday afternoon near
spent today in the Capital.
the corner of San Francisco Street and
Mrs. A. G. Miller, of Taos, was in Don
Caspar Avenue. She was taken
the city today on a short pleasure vi into Fischer's drug store, when upon
sit.
examination, it was found that no
C. H. Foraker was In Santa Fe
today bones were broken, but she was badly
having come in from Albuquerque on bruised about the shoulders and back.
business.
Hon. G. H. Moyer and wife of Leof
William Klein, a cigar drummer of banon, Pennsylvania, are guests
Cincinnati, today interviewed
local Mr. and Mrs. Jacob Weltmer having
arrived last evening over the Denver
merchants.
Ben Spitz, a knight of the grip from & Rio Grande Railroad from Denver,
a member of
Kansas City, transacted business in Colorado. Mr. Moyer is
a memthe
legislature,
Pennsylvania
Santa Fe today.
an
and
Bar
of
the Pennsylvania
ber
Mrs. Laughlin, of the San Cristoval editorial
writer for the Lebanon
ranch on the Eaton land grant, is on Times. Both he and Mrs. Moyer are
a visit, to the city.
delighted with Santa Fe climate anl
J. Lopraik and wife, of Stanley, ar- regret that pressing duties at home
rived in the city last night for a short compel them to leave tomorrow forevisit with friends.
noon.
Rutheford B. Hayes arrived in the
0. P. Byers, traveling freight agent
city last night from Albuquerque and of the Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific
will remain several days.
Railroad, with headquarters at Hutch
in the
Esquipulo Baca, of Pena Blanca, is inson, Kansas, spent yesterday
in the city visiting friends and look- city on railroad business. Mr. Byers
makes it a point to visit the Capital
ing after personal business.
on
his periodical trips into this TerriMrs. Mary J. Warner of the SaniHe thinks Santa Fe is the
tarium, is at Sunmount for a few days tory.
and interesting city o'i
most,
delightful
the guest of Mrs. Harry Mera.
his journeys. To a representative of
N. Roth, representing a wholesale
the New Mexican, Mr. Byers said thai
liquor house of Cincinnati, Ohio, was the business on his road through Kanin Santa Fe on business today.
sas, Texas and eastern New Mexico
T. H. Perkins, a tourist from Boise, was great and constantly growing and
Idaho, was a visitor in the city today, that, it was difficult, on account of the
seeing the sights of the Capital.
scarcity of cars, to handle the growing
R. B. Pegran, a wholesale cracker freight traffic along the line. He left
man from Kansas City, was displaying this morning for his station. He had
his goods to Santa Fe merchants to- rooms at the Palace while here.
day.
IDENTIFIER."
GOOD
Fred Rowalt, a shoe man of Bos
what
me
"Tell
you eat, and I'll tell
ton, is in the city looking after the inis a Ravin?: :;s eld
are"
what
you
you
in
of
of
his
house
this
terests
part the
Is
It
hills.
as the
just as Important
Territory.
Go to the Bon Ton
at.
eat
where
yo.i
J. C. Bardin, Mrs. M. A. Bardin, and
then
Counter
Lunch
you'll be su-- o 'int
daughter May, arrived in the city last
are
right.
night from California and will remain you
a few days.
The Northwestern Mutual of Mil
Llewellyn Lewis, ranchman on the waukeo stands
preeminent among the
Pecos, is in the city on a purchasing.
for conservative man
companies
large
trip from Cowles. lie is here on perResult
agement
large dividends.
sonal usiness.
J. F. Scott, a representative of the
ATTENTION, STOCKMEN!
Santa Fe Railway, accompanied
by
About 45,000 acres of good grazing
his wife, arrived in the city last night land for sale or for rent for a term
on a brief pleasure trip.
of years! Title perfect. The proper
Joshua S. Reynolds, President of the ty is' situated in northwestern New
First National Bank of Albuquerque, Mexico. For particulars apply to
MAX FROST,
is in that city on 'business and will remain there a week or longer.
Santa Fe, New Mexico.
C. T. Brown, the Socorro mining enTo have Northwestern dividends
gineer and expert is in El Paso in atas
on
the Mining Congress
tendance
you must have Northwestern policies
one of New Mexico's delegates.,
They can be had only of E. G. Kanau
er.
Mrs. Siantiago Johnson has returned
from Gallup, where she went to atLast year only thirteen out of the
tend the burial of her brother who
died in that city last week.
forty leading life Insurance companies
their policy
Miss Mae Hwas has arrived in the laid aside any surplus for
laid aside
The
holders.
Equitable
city and has taken quarters at the
amount
whole
the
oi;
of
half
Sanitarium for the winter. Miss Hwas nearly
Under the law the Equit
$1,495,000.
is a resident of Racine, Wisconsin.
able was required to earn, in interest,
F. J. Williams, traveling auditor
It actually earned $16,
$11,839,000.
of the Denver & Rio Grande, was in OS0.008, or thirty-fiv- e
per cent more
the city today and attended to official than was required. Take your policy
business connected with his position.
where you will receive the largest
Judge Henry L. Waldo, solicitor of
Address, Mrs. L. A. Harvey,
the Santa Fe Railway for New Mexi Equitable Agent.
co, was an arrival from Las Vegas last
evening. He came on legal business..
NOTICE.
W. II. Moore, a resident of Elmira
All accounts past due, unless paid
Heights, New York, has .arrived in
Santa Fe and will take up his resi in full at the company's office on or
dence at the Tent City for the winter. before November 15, 1905, will be
Jefferson Raynolds, the Las Vegas placed in the hands of an attorney for
of the
me collection. It is the purpose
uiuHvei , is m sui i uku iuiuiiuiiis
ac- due
all
close
to
past
company
of
sessions
the National Mining Congress as a delegate from New Mexloa
SANTA FE WATER AND LIGHT CO.
II. B. Holt, district attorney of Dona
FRANK OWEN, Manager.
Ana County, and Regent of .the Agricultural College at Mesilla Park, was
"A MEXICAN HOT"
in the city today on a brief business
be obtained at the Old
Can
always
visit.
Bon Ton. Here they are: Chiie con
Grant Rivenburg has gone to El
Carne, Posole, Enchiladas, Mentido,
Paso, Texas, where he is in attendance Chile verde and
any other Mexican or
on the sessions of the National Mining
dish ever heard of. Ona trial
Spanish
Congress as a
delegate from this will convince
you that they Know
county.
their buslnesss.
Mrs. J. J. Davis has been serving as
matron at the Territorial penitentiary
in the absence of Mrs. James, who is
Report of the Condition of
expected to return to Santa Fe beTHE FIRST NATIONAL BANK
fore the end of the month.
F. L. Fraser, an employee of the
of Santa Fe,
Dudrow Lumber Yard, while at work
in
nt
Santa
Fe.
the
Territory of New Mexico
with a buzz saw yesterday cut off a
at the close of business November 9, 1905.
of
his
left
portion
thumb, making a
Resources.
rather painful wound.
S. A. Adams, a resident of Jackson, Loans and discounts
$311,688 45
secured and unsecured
10, 757 00
Alabama, was a visitor in Santa Fe to- - Overdrafts,
TJ. S. Bonds to secure circulation
40.000 00
u- - s Bonds to secure u. S.
He
50,000 oo
his
much
deposits
day.
enjoyed
stay very
'Premiums on U. S. Bonds
3,600 00
w
nml
intD,V,i
rveotw
-'j
.u.wvawvu tin ti,
ure norms, securities, etc
"
63,302 on
town's historical and scenic attrac-- : Banklnghouse, furniture and fixtures 13,757 45

seI i e ifo f 1 r os . el.
to occupy our usual position at
the front and positively guarantee

We propose

prices that will pay every buyer
to come and see our lines of

1

BLANKETS,
COMFORTS,
CARPETS,
and RUGS
Fo

Half a Centtify the Leading
Uty Goods House in the Qty.

P. O. Box 219.

1

Phona 36.

HP!

EB!

I

CO.

Staple and Fancy

1

SALMON.

JV.

I

VeTo-pek-

R. Griffith, Cerrillos

& W'

(mm

journey. They will leave for Las
gas tomorrow, thence going to

IWirMTIftM
nwuimi mm mil

FIRST SHOWING

5. 1905.

lovemfeer

1

GROCERIES
For Picnics and
Lunches buy
LIBBY, M'NEILL

&

LIBBY

Canned Meats.
We have a foil
line; also
CHICKENS
alive of dressed.

S. E. Comer Plaza, Santa Fe. Telephone No. 40

Kodaks and Photo Supplies
a itum
ADT mrTrmnp a xttv

IP

1

We make a specialty of

DEVEIOPING, PRINTING and ENLARGING. Mail Orders Given Prompt
Attention. Send for Catalogue.
HOWUND & CO.

tttAAAAAAAAAAAAAt

213 South Broadway
1OS ANGEI,E8, CAWF.

AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAi

i
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CHARLES W. DUDROW
I

Lumber,
Sash, and Doors
AU
Cord and

KINDS OF BUILDING MATERIA!,
Stove Woodl Extra Dry, Cut to Fit Your Stove

CERRILLOS

andHAGAN

A
7giyML
g

Delivered to Any
Part of the City:::

TRANSFER and STORAGE: We Haul Everything Movable
Phone 35 Santa Fe.
Branch Office and Yards at Certilloe, N. M.

ass

-

WONDERFUL
Results Are Obtained by Using
"COLES' " ORIGINAL

Hot

:

Blast

:

Stove

Burns soft and hard coal, lignite, slack, sitings, coke and cobs. The top hot blast
thoroughly oxidizes the coal from top to
bottom and absolutely prevents clinkers,
- with 90 per cent of the soft coal mined.
You will make no' mistake in buying one of
these splendid stoves. We have all sizes.

'

The W. A. McKENZIE

Haclwa?e
228 San Francisco St.

to?e
:

Telephone 14.

)lew

piexiGO

Due from National banks (not re- serve agents)
....153,388
Due from State Banks andBankers.
34,037
Due from approved reserve asents.. 302,3:6
Checks and other cash items
1,592
pcAontt' vvet nenoy,

'

Mrs J E Sohutt and her aaugnlei'
Helen Scnutt of.iT
Denver, were visitors
in Santa Fe today. Mrs. Schutt and
her daughter will remain several days
seeing me cunerent points or interest
in the Capital City.
of
Lyman White, commissioner
mines of Colorado, accompanied
by
several delegates, passed south on the
Santa Fe Railway Sunday night for El
Paso, where he and other Colorado
delegates will attend the National Min- ing Congress now in session there.
S. D. Amen, of Washington, D. C,
inspector of internal leyenue omces,
is registered at the Palace. He is
here on official business and to inspect
the records and accounts of the U. S.
internal revenue office. Mr. Amen is
a brother-in-laof U. S.
Marshal
Creighton M. Foraker.

nlle

Lawful money reserved

specier

Legal-tende-

notes

Morion C. Miller, Secretary and Manager.

Situations of all kinds Secured, Real
Estate Bought, Sold and Exchanged.
Money Lent on Approved Security.
FOR SALE AT A BARGAIN:

A Well Equipped Photograph Gallfty.

MONEY
TO LEND

20
81
34

'

'Phone

t3s,m

55
17,391 00

.

Total

50,447 5 5
2,000

CO

I"'

-

Its the Talk

of the Town

t,037,018 05

Liabilities.
Capital stock paid in

!
i

j

No. 156.

110 72

vW'ii'Sa

taxe pad
National Bank notes outstanding
Due to other National Banks
Due to State Banks and Bankers....
Indlvldual deposits subject to check
Demand certificates of deposit
T&SJffi&Sfi? of deposlt
Cashier's ohecks outstandinu
United States deposits
Deposits of U. S. disbursing officers
. .

ll.W.onO 00
'
w,677
39,485
488
6,547
614.442
23,812
17.0B0

69
00
58
8.5

44
72
9
fii

29,' 74 55
20,684 39

Total
11,037,018 05
Territory of New Mexico, County of Santa
Fe, rs:
Mr. and Mrs. J. F. Scott, of Topeka,
I. J. H. Vaughn, Cashier of the above named
Kansas, were in the city Tuesday and bank,
do solemnly h wear that the above stateWednesday, guests of Mr. and Mrs. L. ment is true to the best of my knowledge and
belief,
C. Yocum.
Mr. Scott holds an im,1. H. VAUGHN, Cashier.
portant position in the office of, the Subscribed and sworn to before me this lgth
treasurer of the Santa Fe Railway day of November, i0b.
JAMES B, READ, Notary public.
system in Topeka. They were greatly
-

pleased with what they observed in
the city and declare that their stay
hero was the most pleasant of their

103 Palace Avenue.

48

Batik! viz:

Vn

Redemption fund with U. S. Treasurer (5 per cent of circulation) ...

i

!

AND REALTY CO.

. .

iino
UOI1H'

I
Emplopent Bureau

CORHECT-ATTE- ST:

R. J. Paun,
S. Spitz,
J, G. Schumann,

Dlreoton,

From now on through
the Holiday Season Our
City Souvenir Postal
Cards will be sold at the
rate of FIVE for 5 Cents
and all other, goods in
our store will be sold at

proportionate prices.
THE OID CURIO STORE.
J. S. Candelarlo, Proprietor.
FrrncUcc Street P. O. Box

301 San

!n?

340

Hoods

!

Santa Fe New Mexican,
monia,

v

kv m a Jay,

November J5k J 905.

has recovered and

Is again able
You must look well after the condition
to his profession.
of your liver and bowels. Unless there
CITY TOPICS
On November 17 the Santa Fe flyer
is daily action of the bowels, poisonous
from the east will carry eastern mail
products are absorbed, causing headMrs. Charles L. Bishop entertained for Sanla Fe, thus bringing in the
aches, biliousness, nausea, dyspepsia.
last evening with a dinner,' to which bulk of eastern mail during the day
Pills are genuine liver pills.
Ayer's
W hive no secrets!
We publish
several guests were invited. The af- whenever the branch train makes con
o Aver Co
the formulaa ol ill our medicines,
jLowell.
Ma.7
fair was thoroughly enjoyed by all necllon with it at Lamy.
present.
Leo Hersch yesterday consummated
Moriarty station on the Santa Fo the sale of a piece of his property on Dishoj), who will act as chaperones for morning and died n few boms tiiere-at'te- r
Central will be temporarily discon- Don Gaspar Avenue, just beyond Man- the occasion. During the evening the
from tho effects of a hemorrtinued from today, but the manage hattan Avenue, measuring 85x13?; guests will adjourn to the Claire Ho hage. The remains will be embalmed
11
ment of the road expects to
feet,
Assistant Postmaster W. C tel where
refreshments will be by Charles Wagner and shipped to his
in the near future.
served.
Schnepple was the purchaser.
former home In St. Louis. Mr. Kele-he- r
The Hanna Meat Market has just
leaves a widow and one child.
Five new comers registered at tho
W. E. Wood, son of the manager of
received a nice lot of prime steer beef the Gold Bullion
Sunmount
Tent
business4
If
Miss
Mable Osgood, of Cleveland,
City today.
Company of
and mutton. The noon train also Golden, arrived inMining
the city yesterday keeps up at this rate, the number of Ohio, who came to the Sunshine Terribrought in a fine shipment of fresh for the purpose of purchasing supplies tent cottages and general accommoda- tory for the health of her sister somo
chickens and oysters.
for the mines. He returned to Golden tions will have to be greatly enlarged eleven months ago and who returned
A large number of San
and that before the end of the year. after the death of the latter, writes
Domingo last night.
and Tesuque Indians were in the
The public library of Santa Fe is that in comparison with the number
Next Friday evening Los Bailadores
a great drawing card for num of people affected with tuberculosis
transacting business with will entertain
proving
the Wallace Reading
the merchants, selling their wares and
in tho city of New Orleans, that, if
Club at a dance at the Elks' Club erous visitors who come here for the
purchasing supplies.
the. latter contains ten thousand con
as
It
affords
them
a
'o
winter,
place
rooms. Invitations have been issued
Dr. C. II. Conner, of Albuquerque, to unmarried people only, with the ex- spend the time in reading and looking sumptives, the city of Cleveland has
of
president of the Board of Osteopathy, ception of Judge and Mrs. John R. over the periodicals from easteri within its limits twenty thousand
the same kind of people. These many
who has been seriously ill with pneu McFie, and Mr. and Mrs. Charles L. points.
of the "white plague" are evi
Mayor and Mrs. A. R. Gibson, as victims
sisted by their daughter, Miss Uda Gib- dently not aware of the sure cure in
last the Sunshine Territory, where they
son, entertained at Sunmount
with
cards and dancing. Be can enjoy life and have the assurance
evening,
sides the residents of the Tent City n of health, instead of remaining in tho
to submit to the
large number of Santa Fe guests were east and being forced
numerous treatments, which are usepresent.
Whenever a sore or ulcer does not heal, no matter on what
part of tho
less, and at last to add to the many
it
it
is
of
because
be,
body may
Reports from Alamosa as to the consumptives' graves.
a poisoned condition of the blood. This
poison maybe the remaius of some constitutional trouble; the effect of a weather state that it is clear and a
long spell of sickness, which has left this vital stream polluted and weak little chilly. From Las Vegas a clear "BROUGHT HERE FROM BALTIor because the natural refuse matter of the
body, ihwh should pass off weather report is given and from Al
MORE."
through the channels of nature, has been left in the system and absorbed buquerque comes the report that it Is
now to be found at th? Bon
And
into the circulation. It does not matter how the
poison 'became intrenched fair, warm and clear.
in the blood, the fact that the sore is there and does not lteal is evidence of The change of time table on the Ton Lunch Counter. Lobsters, Black
Perch, Silver Herring, Baltiueep, underlying cause. There is nothing tlvi.t causes more discomfort Santa Fe goes Into effect here today, Bass,
more Oysters, and Blue Points In the
and
worry
anxiety than a festerin?. clisclianri,' litA sore that rpcieta treat and tho morning train from here con- Shell. Give us a call when in
quest
ment. The very sight of it is abhorrent and snawct-- nnllntirm a,A
.
with Nos. 10, 2 and 3 at Lamy of
necting
to
eat.
something
good
besides the time and attention required to keep it clean and free from other will leave this
city at 9 o'clock sharp.
infection. As it lingers, slowly eating deeper into the surrounding flesh, the This is the
only change that has been
Before you insure your life talk
"UC1" giows moruiuiy anxious,
it may be cancerous. Some made in the local time table.
with Kanauer.
of those afflicted with an old sore or learing
In this issue of the New Mexican
ulcer know how useless it is to ex- SSV&S?.
the change of advertisement U. S. WEATHER BUREAU NOTES.
umo uuavcounuDie means tnis brace appears
aaivcs, puvvucin, jo- - caUBed
jn.viav.uicuuiu
of
the
Fe Hardware and Supply
a. bad Ulcer on
Santa
about
leg:,
six
my
tions and other external treatment
Forecast for New Mexico and Colora
years ag:0i j had good medical atten. Company, located on San Franciscodo: Fair weather tonight and Thursof
use
the
these
Ulcer
sot worse. I was la- - Street. As a
lnrough
they have ti"t bit the
Thanksgiving announce- day.
seen the place begin to heal and scab
ment the company is advertising a
tbe thermometer registered
wvci, aim wcie I'uugruiuiaung inem"" savea my leg- lor me. I nave, "self basting roaster," together with as Yesterday
follows:
Maximum temperature, 58
selves that they would soon be rid of
dinner sets from $12 up.
degrees, at 3:15 p. ic; minimum, 31
the detestable thing, when a fresh reliable blood medicine,
degrees, at 0:00 a. m. The mean
Bristol
emThe
Meat
W.
Market
has
Hanna
J. CATE.
supply of poison from the blood
temperature for the 34 hours was 44 dewould cause the inflammation and old discharge to return and the sore would ployed S. R. Turney of Las Vegas, a grees.
Relative humidity, 02 per cent.
meat cutter. Mr.
be as bad or worse than before. Sores that do not heal are not due to out-sid- e first class,
at 6:00 a. ui. today, 33
Temperature
causes ; if they were, external treatment would cure them.
Turney is an expert in his line and degrees.
are
They
kept open because the blood is steeped in poison, which finds an outlet was considered the best meat cutter
Citv. The Hanna Meat
through these places. While young people, and even children, sometimes in the Meadow
Got Northwestern. Get tllO l)0St.
wiiilniwfl
Mnrlfof tu nnur thnrnne-hlsuffer with
sores, those most usually afflicted are persons past
Kanauer he will do the rest.
Seo
to
kinds
serve
all
of
and
fancy
middle life. Often, with them, a wart or mole on the face inflames and beready
gins to ulcerate from a little rough handling ; or a deep, offensive ulcer de- cuts of meats.
The forecast for New Mexico is fair
velops from a slight cut or bruise. Their vital energies and powers of resistance have grown less, and circulation weaker, and perhaps some taint ia weather tonight and Thursday. The
the blood, which was held in check by their stronger constitutions of
maximum temperature in Santa Fe
early
me, snows useii. it is well to be sus- yesterday registered 58 degrees at CONFORMING TO THE LAWS OF
picious of any sore that does not heal 3:25 p. m. the minimum being 31 de
NEW MEXICO.
G
readily, because the same germ that grees at a. m. The mean was 41
produces Cancer is back of every old and the relative humidity was 02 per
The New Mexican Printing Company
sore and only needs to be left in the cent. The temperature in Santa Fe
facilities and most
0 o'clock registered 33 has the largest
at
this
morning
to
circulation
produce this fatal disease.
foi doing all kinds
modern
machinery
There is only one way to cure these old degrees.
PURELY
in first-clas- s
of
and
Binding
Printing
tho
sores and ulcers, and that is to tret everv
of
local agent
Ii. C. Yocum,
Loose-Lea- f
of
Manufacturers
particle of the poison out of the blood. For this purpose nothing equals Santa Fe, has in this issue of th? style.
S. S. S. It goes down to the very bottom of the trouble, cleanses the blood New Mexican a change of advertise Ledgers. Pamphlet and Book Work a
and makes a permanent cure. S. S. S. enriches and freshens the circulation ment, in reference to the cheap rate specialty. Best Book Blade ry in the
so that it carries new, strong blood to the diseased parts and allows the place now in effect for round trip tickets to Southwest.
to heal naturally. When this is clone the discharge ceases, the sore scabs
Chicago, on account of the Interna
over and fills in with healthy flesh, and the skin regains its natural color. tional Live Stock Exposition, which
Mining Blanks.
Amended Location Notice Vz sheet.
Book on Sores and ulcers and any medical advice desired will be furnished will be held in that city from Decem'icet.
Proof of Labor,
Without charge.
JHE SWIFT SPECIFIC CO.. ATLANTA. CA. ber 1G to 23 inclusive. The rate as ad
sheet.
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Publisher,
round
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the
for
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trip.
vertised $43.05
Yz sheet
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Today was pay day
sheet.
Placer Mining Location,
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Title
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Mining
will
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Title Bond and Lease of Mining
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Yi sheet.
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which
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Property,
Dealers in
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line,
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Deed,
the
Mining
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find its way into the coffers
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sheet.
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a
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Fe
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Tinware, Steve and Ranges.
the employes either live here or have "Coal Declaratory Statement, Yt shee
Coal Declaratory Statement with
their families here. About $1,000 will
Household Goods of All Kinds Sold
over to the employes of the Power of Attorney and NonjMineral
be
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Santa Fe here.
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bonds
The stock and
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Second
Kinds
25c.
all
Sell
and
UNDERTAKING and EMBALMING Buy
Light, Water and Power Company, Caminos,
Hand Goods.
subStock Llanks.
Chas. Wagner, Licensed Embalmer.
just incorporated here were all
Bill of Sale, Anlmai Bearing Ven
scribed in this city and in Socorro and
Residence 'Phone No. 1. Telephone N o. 19. San Francisco Street.
that in one day. The project is evi- dor's Recorded Brand. Y sheet. (In
dently a very meritorious one and books, 25 blanks, 40c per book.)
when carried into effect will prove Bill of Sale, Animals Not Bearing VenMADS TO
beneficial for the citizens of Socorro dor's Recorded Brand, Y sheet.
ORDER
sheet
Bill of Sale, Range Delivery,
and for the stock and bond holders of
citiFe
Hanand
Driv
to
Santa
Several
Gather,
Authority
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zens are subscribers to the stock and dle Animals Bearing Owners's Recorded Brand, Yt sheet.
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Authority to Gather. Drive and Han
SanCASH
Manager Frank Owen, of the
Animals Not Bearing Owners's Re
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has
ta Fe Water and Light Company,
sheet.
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Brand,
no intention of leaving his present poYs sheet.
of
Certificate
Brand,
alGREAT REMNANT SALE
sition, or the city of Santa Fe,
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Peace
of
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Justice
though he will be prominently connectYt
sheet.
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and
Appeal
ed with the Socorro Light, Water
Appeal Bonds, Crlmin 1, Yt sheet.
Power Company, which has just been
sheet.
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incorporated. W. E. Martin,
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on
Continuance
Bond,
have
will
Appearance
charge
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eheet.
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certain
after
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of
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purpose
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Justice Quarterly Report, Yt sheet.
of the business of the company, which
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Full
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within
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driving
Yt. sheets,
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behundred
has
per
practice of too fast driving
2.50
come too general and is dangerous to Yt sheets, per hundred
in
4.00
pedestrians, especially to children and Full sheets, per hundred
100 assorted blanks, take the per 100
infirmed persons. The mayor says the
city administration is very glad to see price.
the use of automobiles In this city, but $2.75, delivered.
he must urge that more care be taken
Desk, $3.25, deliver d nearest exand that the driving speed be reduced press office.
CHILDREN'S
On en order of 5G0 blanks, customand that without delay. There is one
young man especially who is the lead- er's business ca-- d will be printed un3 1:2
7
in
ing offender in this matter. "He who der filing without extra cost..
runs may read," and "he, who reads
TERMS Cash must accompany V
All Prices!
All Sizes!
may run," but at a decreased speed.
orders.
Size of Blanks.
Will Keleher, who came to Santa Fe
inches.
Vi sheet, 7x8
about three weeks ago, died this mornIncite.'
A
sheet,
ing at the Sanitarium at 11 o'clock.
Full sheet, 14x17 Inches.
Mr. Keleher and family came to New
Mexico from St. Louis, Missouri, for
Special Ruling Work our Specialty.
Our Blank Bookb speak for thembenefit
of
of
tho
health
the
the
former,
but owing to the advanced stage of selves.
his case, he was unable to survive.
Largest and best equipped Bindery
Mr. Keleher was apparently In' good in the Southwest.
Our Solicitor: Every Job and book
condition Tuesday evening, being able
to sit on the porch and enjoy tho brac- bearing our imprint.
NEW MEXICAN PRINTING CO.,
ing atmosphere and clear sunshine,
but he was taken seriously ill this
Santa Fe, New Mexico.
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to attend
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Cause of
Headaches
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From a given amount of wood the

WILSON HEATER
with the Hot Blast Down-Drawill
produce twice as much heat as any
other. It is because the Down-Draconsumes all the fuel and the gases
which arise from it, whereas in other
ft

Miss

ft

THAT DO
NOT HEAL

.

1

:

if- -;

heaters the gases, which constitute one-hathe burnable part of the fuel, escape
unburned up the chimney. You can
start a fire in ten minutes and hold it
for 36 hours.
Remember, it is fuel cost which
counts.
The Wilson saves
your fuel
lf

one-ha-

lf

bill.

For Sale By
THE SANTA FE HARDWARE
& SUPPLY COMPANY.
Santa Fe : : : : Ncv Tdjxico.
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Va.-Ten-

Thanksgiving Announcement

!

If you need a good Range for a little money or anything else
In the Cooking Utensil Line
We can furnish it. We have a new

100-piec- o

n.

"SELF

BASTING

:

ROASTER"

:

With Enamel Lining, Carving Sets. Our Decorated Dinner
Sets are new patterns and a variety to select from;
Dinner Sets from $12 upwards. French China Sets,
at $22.
TELEPHONE NO. 83;
100-piec-

e

100-piec-

non-healin- g

i

BLANKS!

tV"

03

VEGETABLE.

s.

H.

pup

co.

&

SAN FRANCISCO STREET.

TELEPHONE

NO. 26.

FRESH BALTIMORE
i

t'

CHAS. WAGNER FURNITURE CO.

1,

EVERY TUESDAY and FRIDAY.

otlttfy

!

o

EVERY WEDNESDAY and FRIDAY

BOSS PATENT FLOUR

I

$.60

50 Potind Sack

Picture Frames and Mouldings

I

MOID AY

STORE

THE

FIRST NATIONAL BANK
OF

ALBUQUERQUE

cannot afford to miss this sale, The
past week has been devoted to gathering

Deposits

all over the
remnants and
out at extremely
be
house, and
low prices.
ynu are looking for bargains
don't miss this sale, Monday, November

We Pay

$2,000,000.00.
Interest on Term
Deposits.

CORRESPONDENCE INVITED.

5

LADIES SKIRTS

Outing Flannels
Ginghams
Dress Patterns

Odds and Ends
LADIDv MISSES,'

and Plaids
Yards

piece at sacrifice

a

Underwear.

prices.

big assortment of

I

CERRILLOS
& MONERO

H,

Screened Domestic Lump $5.00 Per Ton.
Anthracite All Sizes. Trinidad Smithing.
Kindling, Grate and Cord Wood.

All Orders Willi Receive Prompt and Careful Attention.

CAPITAL COAL
OFFICE:

.

.Garfield Ave.. Near A., T.

& S.

IT AS ID.

F. Depot. .Phone No. 86.

8xl4

Ribbons. Laces. Embroideries,
Handkerchiefs, Gloves, Hosiery.

JULIUS

ZN

and

Flannelettes
to

If

GERDES

V"

YVORMS

i

WHITE'S CREAM

ft

Jl
;

VERK1IFUCEJ

For 20 Years Has Led all Worn Remedies. VSfiSSSHSm
OXiS 3BX AXiX. DRUGGIBTS
JAMES F. BALLARD, St Louis.
iPrepaedby

I

5, J905i

Santa Fe New Mexican, Wednesday, Novemfee

6

MIXES

Safe and Sure.

AND

PLENTY OF PROCF.

MIRING,

(Continued

re

mine is idle although two years ago
a gold strike made upon it started a
good sized mining boom in the dis

trict.
Returns from a shipment of ore
made to the Silver City smelter from
the Lost mine, a mile and a half from
Central, has made quite stir. On 719
pounds of ore the returns were $1,109.47.
From another shipment of 228
pounds the returns received were
$142.42. The Lost mine is one of the
oldest in .the Southwest. The mine Is
and
owned by Julius Wohlgehausen
Ferdinand Bellm, but the strike was
made by leasers, A. Corn and Elmore

CURES

COUGHS, COLDS, CONSUMPTIONMONCIHTIS,
COUGH, SORE THROAT, HOARSENESS,
OF V0ICE,L06SENS THE PHLEGM AND EASES

EXPECTORATION, HEALS THE LUNGS.
Endorsed by leading physicians as the BEST remedy for
because
Children's Croup and Whooping ofCough
Hore-houBallard's
action
The
it contains NO OPIATES.
ed t o infant s, as well
Syrup is mild and benign, it is adapt and constitution.
of
temperament
asadultsof every variety

nd

Testimonial.
Read This RemarKable
husband
Kas..
MRS. B. W. EVANS. Clearwater,

writes:-"- My

oa
three months and the doctors told me he had qmck and
Horehound
Ballard's
of
bottle
Syrup,
a
We procured
He is now a well man, but we always keep a bottle
diseases."
to the hoS, and think it has no equal for pulmonary
con-Spti-

foY

Red

Guaranteed.
Easy toTaKe: Sure to Cure; Every Bottle
l.OO.

THREE SIZESt 25c 30e,
MO.
BALLARD'S SNOW LINIMENT CO., - ST. LOUIS,
SOLD AND RECOMMENDED

BY

FISCHER DRUG COMPANY.

MAXWELL
FARING

LAJ4DS UJDE

gSftT

IRlIGATIO

SYSTEfy

These arming lands with perpetual water rights are now being offered for sale in tracts of forty ac res and upwards. Price of land
with perpetual water rights from $17 to $25 er acre, according to
location. Payments may be made iu ten year installments. Alfalfa,
to perfection.
grains, fruits of all kinds, and su gar beets grow

Murray.
A new shaft house Is planned for
the Ivanhoe at Hanover by the Her- mosa Copper Company. In it will be
placed an engine and a hoist which
will enable the company to sink 2,000
feet.
The Copper Queen shaft at Hanover
which several monthts ago was tilled with water has been unwatered
and development work will soon be
begun upon the property.
A telegram received a few days ago
from Richard Guenther in the east, announced the he had succeeded in selling the Fox mines and adjoining
claims at Steins Pass to eastern capitalists who will employ a large force
of men in working the mines.
has
A good body of wolframite
been struck on H. F. Brinckman's
mine at Lordsburg. The vein is four
inches thick and appears to 'be continuous.
L. S. Bean, J. F. McCarrler and H.
Laird, of New York, spent last week
at Lordsburg in the Shakespeare district investigating a number of properties in which Mr. McCarrler intend)
to invest.
Operations on the placer grounds
in the Burro mountains have been suspended owing to the lack of water.
The values seem to be in the dirt but
a dry washer is needed to extract
them.
Says the Wprffern' Liberal, published

this grant, about forty miles west of Springer, N. M., are the
gold mining districts of Elizabeth town and Baldy, where important,
mineral discoveries have lately been made. Claims on unlocated
ground may be made under the m ining regulations of the company,
which are as favorable to the prospector as the U. S. 'Government
.1'

Near Raton, N. M., on this gran t, are located the coal mines of the
Raton Coal and Coke Company, w here employment may be found
at good wages for any wishing to work during the seasons that
farming or prospecting can not be successfully done.
For particulars and advertising matter apply to

mm Lap Grajt

The

EATPN,

The greatest skeptic can hardly
fall to be convinced in the face of evi
dence like this. It is impossible to
produce better proof of merit than the
testimony of residents of Santa Fe, of
people who can be Been at any time.
Read the following case of it:
employed with
Benito
Romero,
Lambertson's Transfer, residence San
Francisco Street, says: "The- use or
on my
plasters for a vear and a half
I
expectresults
the
back did not bring
ed and relief from pain across the
loins was just as remotely in the distance as it was when I first noticed It.
This led me to go to Ireland'9 Phar
macy for Doan' Kidney Pills and take
a course of treatment. I read in our
Santa Fe papers that they could be de
pended upon and with considerable
faith in the preparation because it
positively abated that they were for
the kidneys 'and the kidneys alone, I
commenced ithe treatment. It was
very satisfactory. I t.sed two boxes
and they stopped the trouble."
For sale by all dealers. Price 50
cents. Foster-MilburCo., Buffalo,
New York, sole agents for the United
States'.
Remember the name Doan's and
take no other.

Co
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) LOW RATES! SUPERIOR SERVICE!

ME YiU

OTP EM?
if so ONE TRIP via

Account of International
Live Stock Exposition.

0
5

'

com-plet-

steam-heate-

DEPART.
a. m.

...4:20

p. m.
7:30 p. m.

Will

convince you of the SUPERIORITY OF

ITS SERVICE.

Standard Pullman Sleepers,
Tourist Pullman Sleepers.
Free Reclining Chair Cars
High Back Scat Coaches
To Kansas City, and St. Louis Missouri.
THROUGH Tourist Pullman Sleepers to
Chicago. Bosnon and points East.
THROUGH

ELEGANT DINING CARS. Meals a la

carte.

Cars equipped with Electric Lights and
Fans.
EVERY CONVENIENCE, COMFORT and
LUXURY.
For further information call on or address

J. H. GINET, JR.,

II. B. KOOSER,
G. W. F. &

P. A.,

I

1700 Stout Street, Denver, Colo.

T. P.

News-Letter-

'

III Women Folk.
"What a beautiful home you have!"
said the old time friend.
"You mustn't let mother and the girls
bear you speak of It so patronizingly,"
answered Mr,. Cumrox. "This ain't a
home; this la a residence." Washington Star.
Of Courae He Did.

"Bragg tells me he got mixed up
a scrap yesterday."
"Did he get the best of it?"

In

"Of course; otherwise he wouldn't
have said anything about it." Philadelphia Press.

A'.,

Falsehood has an Infinity of combinations, but truth has only one mode
of being. Rousseau.

B.

e;

s,

d,

sea-leve- l;

east-boun-

d.

TABLETS Just the thing for School and College work for
sale at the New Mexican Office, Santa Pe, New Mexico.

EL PASO ROUTE

Tbia handsome solid vostibnled train runs through to New Orleans, Shreveport and St Louis without change. Carries through
sleepers Los Angeles to Chicago and intermediate points. Direct
connections made for all points North, Easl and Southeast.

T

JIT
TRAIN

NEW

FAST

.

TRAIN.

SCHEDULE
EQUIPMENT

Leaves El Paso at 6:50 p. in.

NEW

Mountain Time

For schedules, rates and other information, call on or address,
E. W. CURTIS,
Southwestern Passenger Agent,
.

. . EL PASO, TEX.

L. G. Leonard,

E. P.

Tubnsr,

Gen. Passenger Agent,

Traveling Passenger Agent,
El Paso, Texas.

Dallas, Teias.

P. O. ELKS.

No. 460 B. P. O. E.,
Santa Fe Lod
holds its regular session on the second
and fourth Wednesdays of each month.
Visiting brothers are invited and welcome.
O. C. WATSON, E. R.
A. J. FISCHER, Secretary.
FRATERNAL

Santa Fe

8

New buildings,. all furnishings and equlpments'modern and
electric-lighteall conveniences,
baths, water-worksession.
9350
Session Is
BOARD
and
LAUNDRY,
per
TUITION,
hra terms of thirteen weeks each.
ROSWELIis a noted health resort, 3,700 feet above
Sunshine every day from September to June.
REOENTS-Nath- an
faffa, W. M Reed, W. M. Atkinson, W. A.
E.
A.
Cahoon
and
Flnlay
For particulars address
COL J. W. WILLS0N, Supt,

Colleges.

j

Hard to Please.
Nobody outside the Journalistic profession has any idea how difficult it is
for an editor to please some of his patrons. For instance, referring to a
man's reputation for carelessness in
the matter of his toilet, a paper announced, "Mr. Magulre will wash himself before he assumes the office of
town clerk." This made Magulre furious, and he demanded a retraction,
which appeared thus: "Mr. Magulre requests us to deny that he will wash
himself before he assumes the office of
towu clerk.
Oddly enough, this only
enraged Magulre the more. Son Fran.
cisco

at Santa Fe.

THE MILITARY SCHOOL OF NEW MEXICO
Established and Supported by the Territory.
EIGHT MEN INSTRUCTORS, all graduates of Standard Eastern

tt

No. 2

Agent.

ROSWELL, NBW MKIICQ.

1:11 p.
9:40 p. m.

connects with

accommo-

L. C. YOCUM,

NEW MEXICO MILITARY INSTITUTE

TIME TABLE.
ARRIVE.

9

0
5

L. C. YOCUM, Agent, A., T. & S. F. Ry.,

12:01 p. m.

wo. tz
NO. 7Z2
No. 724
No. 720

Pullman

ther particulars.
dations, etc.

SANTA FE ROUTE
No. 721
No. 72S
No. 725

Via the A. T. & s. F. Railway, ac
count of the International Live Stock
Exposition, to bo heM in Chicago December lfith to 23d, we will sell round
trip tickets to Chicago December
at rate of $43.05. Tickets to be
good for return unU December 24th.
This rate will be available for all who
may wish to make the trip, to the Metropolis, for the purpose of business or
pleasure. Call on local agent for furIC-1- 9

n

LOCAL

CHEAP ROUND TRIP RATES
TO CHICAGO IN DECEMBER.

$
4

-

.....

On

laws.

UIII&CHD.

No. 722 connect! with No. 1 west
No. 724 connects with No. 7 west
bound.
No. 1 stops at all stations.
No. 7 will stop at all stations, Lam
to Albuquerque to discharge passengers from Santa Fe.
at. Lordsburjf
L. C. YOCUM, Agent.
"S. Chafles Pratt, who has been
City ticKer office, Catron Block, east
working the mines at Granite Gap, side Plaza, Santa Fe, New Mexico.
Wtfsf of here, and the officers of the
company have been having trouble.
The officers have accused him of padFRATERNAL SOCIETIES
ding the pay roll, and commenced a
suit against him, citing several ins
MASONIC.
tances of men he had on the pay
roll, who appeared to have been paid,
but who had done no work. Last week
Montezuma Lodge No.
Mr. Pratt commenced suit in the court
1, A. P. and A. M.
at El Paso against the United States
communicaRegular
& Mexico development company
for
tion first Monday of
for libel. He says
$100,000 damages
each month at Masonic
this accounts are all right, and that
Hall, at 7:30 p. m.
he has never paid a man who has not,
CLINTON J. CRANDALL, W. M.
done the work paid for, and that the
company has seriously injured him by ALAN R. McCORD, Secretary.
making such statement. Mr. Pratt is
Santa Fo Chapter, No. 1,
well known in this section, and has
R. A. M. Regular con
always been considered perfectly
vocation second Monday
In each month at Mason
lc Hall, at 7:30 p. m.
HOTEL ARRIVALS.
W. B. GRIFFIN, H. P.
ARTHUR SELIGMAN Secretary.
Palace: William Klein, Cincinnati,
J. F. Scott and wife, Topeka; FreJ
Santa Fe Commandery No,
Itowalt, Boston; S. D. Amen, Washing1, K. T. Regular conclave
fourth Monday II. each
ton, D. C; R. B. Pegran, Kansas City;
F. J. Williams, Denver; H. L. Waldo,
month at Masonic Hall, at
Las Vegas; T. H. Peri; his , Boise, 7:30 p. m.
W. B. GRIFFIN, E. C.
Idaho.
W. H. KENNEDY, Recorder.
Claire: M. R. Gross, R. E. BenKNIGHTS OF PYTHIAS.
nett, Helen Schutt, Mrs. J. E. Schutt,
W. A. Morrey, J. H. Giver, Jr., Den
ver; J. M. Goodman, Dos Moines, W.
Santa Fe Lodge, No. 2, Knights of
E. Wood, Golden; N. W. Abree, J. E. Pythias. Regular meeting every 1st
Goodman, St. Louis; J. Lopraik and and 3d Tuesday evenings at 8 o'clock,
wife, Stanley; W. H. Moor, Elmira Castle Hall temporarily with Odd FelHeights, New York; Mrs. A J. Miller, lows ,San Francisco Street. Visiting
Taos; W. A. Skinner, Albuquerque, Knights given a cordial and fraternal
Daniel Sisneros, Questa; S. A. Adams, welcome.
PAUL ". F. WALTER, C. C.
Jackson, Alabama; Ben Spitz, Kansas
City; E. Halipen, Fort Worth, Texas; J. S. CANDELARIO, K. R. S.
Llewellyn Lewis, J. J. Carmio. Cowle3- - R. H. BOWLER, Master of Finance.
Mrs. Laughlin, Eaton Grant; J. C.
I. O. O. F.
Bardin, Mrs. M. A. Bardin, May Bardin
.California; E. A. Odrome, Pueblo.
Santa Fe Lodge, No. 2, I. O. O. F.,
Normandie: Peter McCuish, Rowe;
meeets every Thursday evening in Odd
Rutherford B. Hayes, Albuquerque.
Coronado:
Esquipula Baca, Pena Fellows' Hall, San Francisco Street.
Blanca; Santos Ortiz, Pena Blanca; Visiting brothers welcomo.
FREDERICK MULLER, N. G.
R. Griffin, Cerrillos; A. H. Dickman,
DAVID L. MILLER, Secretary.
Canatio.

COLD MINES.

Cheap Round Trip
Tickets to Chicago

From Santa

From People You Know
From Page Three.)

EAST OR WEST
TRAVEL VIA

t

UNION.

Santa Fc Central Railway

"

odge, No. 259, Fraternal
Union of America. Reguls meetings
firat and third Mondays in each month
at 8 o'clock p. m., Odd Fellows Hall
San Francisco Street. Visiting Frat-er- s
welcome.
H. B. BACA, Fraternal Master.
DAVID GONZALHS, Secretary..
MAGGI1 G. FONTOYA. Treasurer.

TORRANCE AND

El Paso and Southwestern System.
A

DOUBLE

:

DAILY

ifflSTffB

DIRECT LINE WITH

THROUGH

:

:

TRAIN

:

SERVICE

TO

Kansas City, St. Louis, Chicago,
Mail Your Orders

and the NORTH and EAST

FOR

ALSO TO

New and Second

-

EL PASO, BISBEE DOUGLAS, NACO.
LOS ANGELES, SAN FRANCISCO,

Hnd

SAFES MID SCALES

AND THE PACIFIC COA8T

AND SAVE MONEY

For Rates and Full Information Addresa:
V. R. 8TILE8,
F. L. WATERMAN,
General Paaaenger Agent
Traveling Pasaenger Agent.

PARCELLS SAFE CO,
216 California St., San Francisco, Cal.
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Santa Fe New Mexican,
MEN OF MUSCLE.
INCORPORATED

Some
Who Performed
Wonderfol Feats of Strength.
Augustus the Strong of Saxony in his

Cartwright & Bro.,
WHOLESALE GROCERS
H. B.

Grain. Flour and Potatoes, Stationery,
Patent Medicine and Grocers' Sundries.
PROMPT ATTENTION GIVEN MAIL ORDERS.

ImwaasmviiiiMsmm

Santa

santa fe, n. m.

Fe Central Railway System.
SUNSHINE ROUTE,

via TORRANCE GATEWAY.

FAST PASSENGER AND FREIGHT
TO ALL PARTS OF THE WORLD

SERVICE.

MEXICAN

Monarch

STEAMSHIP

'

TICKETS

x

Connections at Torran e, New Mexico, with the El Paso & Southwestern,
and Chicago, Rock sland & Pacific Railways.. At Kennedy, and Santa
Fe, New Mexico, with the Atchison Topeka & Santa Fe Railway. At
Santa Fe with the Denver & Rio Grande Railroad.
Spe lal attention given to handling of passengers and freight.
Route your freight via the Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific Railway, via
Torrance, New Mexico.
Your business respectfully eolicited.
S. B. GRIMSHAW,
W, H. ANDREWS,
to
President and Gen. Mgr.
Assistant
General
and
President
Manager.
FRANK DIBEFiT.
Assistant Secretary and Treasurer.
A L. GRIMSHAW,
J. P. LYNG,
Traveling
Freight and Passenger Agt.
and
Agt.
Pasgr.
City Freight
Mexico.
New
General Offlces:..Santa Fe,

playful moods would seize a couple of
courtiers, one in each hand, and hold
thorn out at arm's length. He would
twist stout Iron bars around their necks
for collars and straighten horseshoes
with a wrench of his muscular fingers,
while on one occasion, when the horse
of one of his attendants refused to
budge, he put his herculean shoulders
under it and walked away with horse
and rider together.
George Castriot, prince of Albania,
wielded such a powerful sword that ho
could sever a bull's head at a single
stroke, while once, for a wajjnr, he
walked off with ten of his courtiers
standing on a platform. Charleniague,
who was reputed to be the strongest
man of his time, was able to snap the
strongest horseshoe between the Augers of one hand, and Don Sebastian
merely by the pressure of his knees
could make his charger groan with
pain.
Peter the Great of Russia so developed and hardened his naturally strong
muscles by years of work as a blacksmith and a carpenter that he became
the strongest man in his dominions.
He had but one formidable rival in a
country blacksmith, whose boast it was
that he was the only man. in Russia
who could lift an anvil from the ground.
When this boast came to the ears of
Peter he set out incognito with a sin
gle companion and challenged the
blacksmith to a trial of strength. Without a word the latter seized his ponderous anvil with both hands and, strain
ing his mighty muscles almost to bursting point, raised it a foot from the
ground. When Peter's turn came he,
too, raised the anvil higher and higher
until, to his rival's consternation, he
placed it on his shoulder and walked
out of the smithy with it. So startled
was the blacksmith by this exhibition
of strength that he rushed away to
summon the villagers to "come and see
the evil one, who hud run away with
his anvil."
Peter had a worthy successor in Alex
ander III., father of the present czar,
whose phenomenal strength earned for
him the title of the "Russian Samson."
Amazing stories are told of Alexander's
muscular powers-ho- w
he could burst
open the stoutest barred doors by a
push of his great shoulders, crumple up
coins In his hand as if they were leather instead of tough metal, snap iron
bars across his knees, tear a whole
pack of cards In two and with a few
movements of his powerful hands convert a pewter tankard into a bouquet
holder.
Nor must we forget that amazonian
queen of Poland, Cymburga, who used
to crack nuts with her fingers, and
when she was training her fruit trees
would hammer the nulls into the wall
with her clinched fist.
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BARGAINS.

are some bargains offered
by the New Mexican Printing
Com
pany: Code of Civil Procedure of the
Territory of New Mexico, 1897, sheep
bound, $1; paper bound, 75c; Missouri
Pleading forms, $5; Missouri Code
Lb.

,

The

Pleadings, $C; the two for $10; Adapted to New Mexico Code, Laws cf New
Mexico, 1899, 1901, and 1903, English
and Spanish pamphlet, $2.25;
full
leather, $3; Sheriff's Flexible-Cove- r
Pocket Docket, single, $1.25; two or
more books, $1 each; New Mexico Supreme Court Reports, Nos. 3 to 10, in
clusive, delivered at publisher's' price,
$3.30 each; Compilation Corporation
Laws, 75c; Compilation Mining Laws,
50c; Money's Digest of New Mexico
Reports, full sheep, $6,50 delivered;
full list school banks.

Mexcan

printing

The Aunt.
Polly Aunt Sally seems woefully
downcast tonight.
Jennie Yes, poor thingl She hasn't
been able to get her feelings hurt at
any time today. India lapolis Journal.
ICanlIy Obtained.
Visiting Englishman You

have

Company
E3

O

no

titles here in America?
Chicago Muu (with a business air)
None in stock, eir, but we ran send out
anytime and get one. Chicago Record.
A

Matter of

Aim.

The Maid

Whose fault is it if women lead aimless existences?
The Man Women's, of course! They
ought to practice throwing. New York
Journal.
An Old Cltf.

Little Brother Is Boston an old city:
Little Sister (who has been there)

'Deed it is. Why, the streets is bent
'most double with age. New York
Weekly.

Hank

A German Boll.
Author (after completing a new bock)
There, that will make me more uu

mortal tiian ever.

Blatter.

Fliegende

blanks both English
and
for sale by the New Mexican
Printing Company.
Legal
Spanish

Oeeks and
Ledgers.

P

Santa Fe Central Rail'y
TIME TABLE

Sole Makers for New Mexico of the
Celebrated Frey Patent

Effective Sunday, September II, 1904.
North Bound

South Bound
No

1

Ml

u.oo
1.20
1.45
2.05

Stations.

Altl

Lve.. ..Santa Fe... Arr
" ....Uonadana.,
" ...Vega Blanca.
"
Kennedy...
"
Clark....
"
Stanley....
" .....Mori arty ,.
"
Molutosh..
"
Estaneia...
"
Wlllard...
" . ...Progresso.,
"
Blanoa,...

2.45

3.80
4.05
6.30
6.55
4.20
4.50
7.20
8.10

Arr. ...Torrance..

No

2

FLAT

:

7,000 4. a J v
6,650 4.10 p
6,400 3.45
6,050 3.10
6,125! 2.45
6.370 1.55
6,2501

6,175
8,140
6.125
6,210
6,285
Lve: 6,475

OPENING

:

BLANK

:

BOOK,

1.20
12.45
12.20
11.15
10.45
10.25
9.40

The Meuneat Man.
A well to do Chicago real estate own
Connecting at Santa Fe, N. M., with
er went into a hardware store in that the Denver & Rio Grande R. R. for all
city and asked the proprietor for a points In Colorado, Utah, Idaho, Monpound of nails. The small package tana, Washington and the Great Northa
was made
and the

nickel, west
up
price,
handed to the merchant, when the cus
Connecting at Torrance for all points
tomer asked if the purchase could be
east
and Test with Golden State Limdissent to his house, which was lu a
ited
trains Nos. 43 and 44. Pullman
tant part of the city. The merchant
reserved by wire.
berths
assented and, calling an errand boy,
rates
and information address
For
handed him the parcel, with the nickel
S. B. GRIMSHAW,
he had just received for it, and said:
General Passenger Agent,
"Here, Johnny; take the car and take
Santa Pe N. M.
this parcel out to Mr. Blank's house."
"What!" said the customer. "Are you
going to give the boy the nickel to take
SYSTEM
D, &. R.
the parcel out?"
"Why, certainly," said the merchant.
Fe
Branch.
Santa
"I wouldn't think of asking him to
Effective November 7th, 1904.
walk so far."
WEST BOURS
"Well," said the meanest man In AST BOOHD
No425
Chicago, "if you would just as soon No. 426. MlIiBB
Stations
give me the 5 cents I will take it out
Ar. 3:30 p
11:00a ....0 ..tr, ..Santa Fe
myself!" Minneapolis Journal.
Lv.
. Espanola
l:28p
2:51 p ...34
" . 12:26,d
. .Embudo
2:11 p ...53...
11:36
"
p
..Barranca
3:00 p ...61...
CheuiUU' Odd Job.
" . 10:29 p
.Servllleta
4:02
...81....
said a 4:32 pp .91....
is suspicious,"
"Mauklud
.Trei Pleilras. " . 100 n
" . 8:10p
.Antonito
8:Hft p ,.12ft.... "
chemist of the board of health. "Only 8:30
" . 6:40p
d ..153.... " ..Alamosa
" . 12:40 p
last week n wealthy clergyman sent 3:00 a ..287.... " . .Pueblo
" . 11:07 p
He 4:22 a. .331.... ". ..Colo.Sprtuffi. Lv.
me a piece of pie for analysis.
8:30 p
7:20 a ..406.... Ar. .Denver
suspected that his daughter, a beautiTrains stop at Embudo for dinner
ful and good girl, wanted to put him
out of the way. The pie contained, of where good meals are served.
Connections.
course, none but the usual ingredients.
At Antonito for Duraneo, Silverton
"Some people send me pickles, sauces,
plackiugs profitable and widely ad- and Intermediate points.
At. Alumnus, for Denier. Pueblo and
vertised compositions that they want
Intermediate
points via e ther the standto learn how to duplicate and vend
ard gauge line via La Veta Pass or the
themselvos.
narrow gauge via Sanaa, maning me
"There isn't a well known patent
entire trip in day light and passing
medicine that hasn't been submitted
through the FAMOUS ROYAL GORGE
to me for analysis twenty or thirty also for all points on Creede branch
times." New York Press.
S. K. Hoopkb, G. P. A,,
Denver Colo,

6.

TlfANY writing machines break down
have tough constitutions and, no mat- - 3
hnrri the work they do, they
eM n vMphn a hale and vigorous '
anjouiwivv-old age.
v

.

,

New Mexican Printing Company, Dealers, Santa Fe, N. M.

I

DENVER & NO GRANDE I

SYSTEM
"Scenic Lin of the Wofld."
SHORTEST AND QUICKEST LINE

TO

SPRINGS
DENVER, PUEBLO AND COLORADO
AND ALL COLORADO POINTS

Connection at Denver with all lines East and West
Time as Quick and Rates as Low as Other Lines.
PULLMAN SLEEPERS, DINING CARS, TOURIST
CARS, AND CHAIR CARS, on all Through Trains.
No Tiresome Delays at Any Station.
For Illustrated Advertising Matter or Information Address:
, : !V.ER, 6. P, and T. A., DENVER, COLORADO, or
IEY, T. P, A,, SANTA fa NEW MEXICO.
,

I

Ready For the Cholera.

Some years ago there was an outbreak of cholera , in France, and Instructions were forwarded to the mayor of a certain village to take all necessary precautions, as the epidemic
was rapidly spreading. At first the
worthy magistrate did not know what
to do. After awhile, however, he re
ported that he was ready to receive the
dread visitor. Upon inquiry being
made it was discovered that by his
orders a sufficient number of graves
had been dug in the local cemetery to
bury the entire parish if required.

A. S.

Barney,

Traveling Passenger Agent

T. W. ROBERTS'

0.

K. BARBER

SHOP

Three First Class Barbers.
High Grade Shoe Shiner.
Largest & Best Tubs in City

Followed Order.

tr
!BI

it!" exclaimed Jackson.
"What a stupid fellow that Jeweler is!"
"How so?" inquired his friend.
"Why, I told him the other day that
I wanted engraved on the engagement
Fine Rigs, Reliable Hones, Single
ring the letters 'From A. to
Arthur to Zenobia,' you know and the
Buggies, Surreyi, Hacks.
idiot went and put in the whole al
phabet!"
Call up 'Phone No. 9 when In need
of Anythnlg In the Livery Line.
to
,
Him.
Fetch
Sure
,
Husband I have a horror of being
Reasonable
Drivers Furnished..
burled alive, Jane! Wife Don't wor
Rates.
ry. Before you've been dead an hour
I'll buy a $40 hat, and If you are alive
you'll kick. Judge.
"Confound

LIVERY STABLE.

Z.'-r'Fr- om

It is a pity that op nrtunity does so
much traveling Incog

J

sr

v..

Clhi&mberi&iim's

Cmagh Remedy
A Safe Medicine for Children.

medicine for children never be afraid to buy ClAXBBft
fa tUff
from it, and relief is always SUN
gSf (MM &KMSDY. There is no danger
especially for conghs. colds, croup and whooping
talkm II Is intended
in the world for these diseases. It Is not only
sjfBh aadlstfe best msdJcinwhen
as soon as the
appears,
oroupy cough
given
ft eartab on for creup, but,
not
whsn this
is
dangerous
cough
attack.
Whooping
ivCl prevent tto
harmful
or
other
aA
no
drugs,
It
opium
oontalnj
Creeisd.
kattrsaai

Iibabctea?toas4nlL

naas

ssfti

Santa Fe New Mexican Wednesday,' November
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C ART WRIGHT.D AVIS CO.
250 San Francisco Street,
Grocery Telephone No. 4. Meat Market Telephone No. 40.
No.

THE NOSE KNOWS

TAXES

".

City and County Treasurer Report on
Money Received for the Month
of October.

J 5,

1905.

r
1

The following taxes have been collected by Treasurer Celso Lopez for
the city of Santa Fe for October:
For 1904 General city taxes $136.-79; school taxes $68.40; interest city
bonds $41.03; interest school bonds,

1

$34.20.

CHASE AND SANBORN'S COFFEES
THAT WE CARRY IN STOCK.
SEAL HRAN'D (lOKVEK. Ilh
iciua.

ti

si

ml "Hi

jjimutl

Fancy Murk Java, lib. grey pack40c.
age. Per pound
Yellow Package, per pound
27 c
White Package, per pound
25c
Towel Blend, 511). bags, each bag
makes a good size towel, per
1.15
bag
SEAL BRAND COFFEE is a .sprightJava that is
very pleasing to most palates.
Some prefer a straight Java coffee
which is considerably milder than a
Mocha blond. For those we carry the
Fancy Mark Java.
The other blends we quote are hue
old coffees of great strength and ljch
(Savor which we can recommend as being the best values for the price asked.
CHASE & SANBORN'S Coffees are
more widely known and used than
those of any high grade coffee house
in the United States. There must be
a reason. We are convinced that it
is because their uniform excellence
and because of the quality always being the same.
ly blend of Mocha and

For 1905 General city taxes $27.78;
school taxes $29.29; interest city bonds
$17.55; interest school bonds $17.55;
salary fund $11.70; water and hydrant fund $19.02.
Total for 1904, $280.42.
Total for 1905, $122.89.
The following taxes have been collected and receipted for by County
Treasurer Celso Lopez, during the
month of October;
For 1901 and prior $2S3.80; for 1902
for 1904
$103.01; for 1903 $129.74;
for 1905 $57G.87; city of Santa
$9S3.68;
Ee who smells woods' smoke at twilight
Fe taxes $561.31; liquor licenses and
knows tho glamor of tie wild,
$1,532.80; total $2,094'
apportionment
Understands its fascinations how its
the taxes for the year 1904 less
17;
lovers are beguiled.
commissions are divided as follows
Ha who snuffs the scents of Autumn and
Territorial
fund, $208.09; county gen
the fragrance of the pine,
eral fund $84.55; court fund $70.09
but
Feels primeval wildnass in him
road fund $1G.91; bridge fund $50.74
another song is mine :
repairs county court house $33.82
"VVbJiiig down the rugged mountain with
school funr
Interest fund $33.G4;
a deer, niy guide and I,
S33.S2.
taxes for the. year 1905,
The
Hardly knowing where our camp is, toiling less commissions are divided as fol
on with grunt and sigh,
lows: Territorial fund $150.84; couiv
Hold what savor floats to meet us, borne
court fund
ty general fund $47.80;
upon the evening broeza,
fund $9.50; bridge fund
road
$47.80;
Sweeter than the spice of himlocks, or the S4.78: renairs county court house
balm of good, green trees ?
school
.K19.12: interest fund
$19.12;
'Tis a savor from the tropics, from the
fund $19.12.
gurgling, hissing spout
Of the camp cook's pot of coffee, panting
now to be poured out.
SAW ROAD GROW.
The load we bear seems lighter.
Whi5
Whiff That's sweeter than the rose
J. F. Scott of the Santa Fe System is
One of the Company's Oldest
move
No mors need of eyes nor compass
Employes.
your feet ana chase your nose.
'Tis a day of sport well ended, when a
J. F. Scott, one of the oldest em
chap can take his ease
in the service of the Atchison,
SANBORN'S
&
ploves
of
CHASE
With his cup
Toneka & Santa Fe Railway, and pres
and his supper oa his knees.
cnt assistant to the treasurer, with of
fices in Toneka. Kansas, arrived in
Fe last night on a short pleas
Santa
NEW LINE
ure trip. Mrs. Scott accompanied him
Air. Scott has been connected with
the Santa Fe since the days of long
ago, wnen tne roaci was nine more
nan a "jerk water" running some
hundred ..miles or more across the
y
plaMs of Kansas. As the road brancn
to his effici
Mr. Scott, owing
pignut.
... i
. .
r
i
ency, was advanced in position, unxn
pothe
holds
it present he
important
Seldii nf nssiKtant. to the treasurer of
the system.
Mr. and Mrs. Scott will remain sev
eral days in the city, seeing the sight;
and enjoying the delightful climate,
Sil-verwa- re,
their old
nmi incidentally visiting
Mr
C.
L.
Mrs.
Yocum,
Mr.
and
friends,
Yocum being agent of the Santa Fe
here, with whom Mr. Scott used to be
associated in Topeka.
1

HOT WATER BOTTLES
CHAMOIS VEST
AND

GHEST PROTECTORS
Out Establishment is HEADQUARTERS iot the Best
Grades of Ail the Above Articles. Call and See Oat Stock.

1

1

230 San Francisco Street

RECEIVED, FINE

JUST

:

Santa Pe,

fl.

jti.

DECORATED
Come and Make Your

ection. A Full Line of
Watches, Diamonds, (iit

Glass. Leather Goods.

Novelties.

Sa

So

ITZ

9
ACTUHIXG JEWELER.

L-z-

INDIANS SECURE LIQUOR
Trouble is Experienced With Drunken
Navahos at Gallup Must Bs
Suppressed.

sns

The police authorities at Gallup are
having great trouble with drunken
Navaho Indians. White settlers have
RANGES succeeded
in smuggling whiskey to
the red men. and selling it to them
CAKE
WELL
at a big price.
icm WELL
Recently the Gallup authorities have
LA3T WELL
had several hard tussels with intoxi
We Carry a Full Line of
cated red men. The squaw men, un
dcr the influence of the liquor, have
created great disturbances and endan
! srered the lives of Gallup citizens by
shooting fire arms.
STOVES AND RANGES.
Both the federal and local author!
are conducting an investigation
ties
to show you
We will be pleased
to ascertain who sold the fire water
through our establishment whether to the Indians.
you buy or not. We know you will
tell your friends that we have the
ANNOUNCES THERE WILL BE
s
s
largest and best stock in the city.
NO CHANGE IN SERVICE.
NEW AND SECOND HAND GOODS BOUGHT AND SOLD.
Goods sold on easy payments or for Cash to suit the customer.
of the Santa
When the Belcn cut-of- f
Fe system is completed, there will be
of all freight trains, but
a
there will be no change in the passen
ger service, according to J. E. Hurley,
general manager of the company. Mr.
Hurley said in an interview that there
are too many good towns along the
LIVE
nresent lino to make a change in the
passenger service. He is quoted
Southeast Corner Plaza. T"?"9
saying that such a change would be

STEEL

fiiilfei

FURNITURE

DAVID S. LOWITZKI.
KINSELL

AH

STOCK COMPANY.

TELEPHONE
PROMPT

ORDERS

PROMPTLY, ATTENDED TO.

DELIVERY.

f GOLD'S OLD

A-

'PHONE NO. 96.

CURI0STYSH0P

Oldest Established House in the Territory.
We are still

doing business

at the

old stand and
wherejve always have
on hand an assortment of
goods, whose

Mail
Orders
Given
Prompt

Attention

superiority is unsurpassed, and whose
prices are not excelled. We especially call your attention to the Navajo
and Chimayo blankets, with their rich
effects in beautiful colorings and exquisite designs, also Indian pottery
and basket ware of all kinds. Mexican
goods, in Zarapes, pottery, basket-ware- ,
canes, and the genuine Mexican
drawn work which makes such a handsome and useful adjunct to your home
A visit will repay you.

KANSAS CITY."
Legal blanks of every description,
Pads and scratch tablets, for school
served at the only and conforming to the laws of New work and the desk, five cents In book
first class Lunch Counter in the city, Mexico, are on hand and for sale by form; discount on auantlties.
New
the famous Bon Ton. K. C. Bee; K. the New Mexican Printing Company.
Mexican Printing Company.
"KILLED

IN

C. Pork, K. C. Veal.
Call and be
vinced. Mr. Conway will make a
cial effort to please you.

conspe-

MARKET REPORT.
MONEY AND METAL.
Now York, Nov. 15. Money on call,
11 per cent.
Prime merfirai, OH

J.

cantile paper 0 per cent. Silver 63
New York, November 15. Lead firm
85.15 a $5.35; copper firm 1GJ4
17.
St. Louis November 15 Spelter dull,
six asked.
GRAIN.
Chicago, III., Nov. 15. Close Wheat,
Dec. 86; May, 88.
uorn, JNOV, 44K45; Mav, 45H(t.
Uais. Dec. 29; May,
PORK, LARD AND RIBS.
PoM..Tan.$12.f5;May $12 IV7K12.70.
Latd, Jan. 86.80, May, 86.97.
Ribs, Jan. 86.0. May, S(W2M fl.75.
WOOL MARKET.
St. Louis, Mo.. Novemter 15. Wool, is
steady and unchanged.
Territory and western medium, 20 (a
21.
30; fine medium, 23
26; fine, 1!)
STOCK MARKETS.
New York, Nov. 15. Closing stocks
10254; New York
Atchison, 84K; pfd
Central, 150; Pennsylvania,
13'.);
; Union Pacific,
Southern Pacific,
130; pfd., 96)6; Amalgamated Copper,
8:jJi; U. S. Steel, 37; pfd., 102.
LIVE STOCK.
Kansas City, Mo., November 15 Cattle
receipts, 11,000 steady to 10 cents higher.
Native steers, 83.50
$5.80; southern
steers, $2.50
$4.00; southern cows,
$1.75
83.00; native cows and heifers,
$1.75
stockers and feeders,
, $4.75;
$2.50
$4.25; bulls, $2.00 (d) $3.25;
calves, $3.50
$6.25; western steers,
$2.65
$4.50; western cows, $2.00

Z'Z,

TheHemindfon Tupewrilerla'slslciiaest.
NEW

MEXICAN

PRINTING

$300:00.

show
Talk with Kf nauer he
you why you should be insured in the
will

The
Trade
Supplied

To have and to handle the best of everything in our line
Sign of the only real old cart. Cor. San Francisco St. & Burro Alley

Northwestern.
The New Mexican can do printing
equal to that done in any of the large
cities. Our Eollcltor: Every piece of
work we turn out. Try our work once
and you will certainly come again. We
have all the facilities for turning oul
every class of work, including one of
the best binderies in the weak

5o does

Hie Remingtons Dperotorl

COMPANY DEALERS, Santa Fe, N.

M.

JbosfAvfolHeacks
Are sure indications of soma form of stomach
trouble, biliousness or a bad liver. Malaria will
next overtake you. Don't risk it, and above all,
don'ttake calomel orquinlne both are dangerous
e.

has all their virtues none of their
deadly effects. HERBINE taken
regularly will forestall headaches, put
the digestive organs in perfect condition, head off biliousness, headaches,
liver ills, keep you in good health.
TRV IT
All Druaelats.
50o a. Bottlo.

$3.25.

Sheep receipts, 5,000 strong.
Muttons, $4.50
$5.80; lambs, $5 50
87.25; range wethers, $4.50
$5.85;
fed ewes, $3.75
$5.25.
BABY WANDERS AWAY:
Chicago, 111., Nov. 15, Cattle receipts,
DIES FROM EXPOSURE.
19,000, 10 cents higher.
lleeves, $3.30 (ffi 0.40; cows. $1.15
At Las Vegas, the three year old 4.40; heifers, $1.15
$4.40; stockers
Leandro Maestas, who wandered away and feeders, $2.00 $4.15; Texans, $3
$4.75.
during the snow storm last Wednes 40 $4.25; westerns, $2.90
Sheep receipts 28,000, steady.'
day. has iperished. No trrce of the
$5.60; lambs, $4.60 &
Sheep, $4.00
youngster has been found since he dis
$7.35..
is
a
week
ago. It
presumed
appeared
that he wandered into the foot hills
and died of exposure.

REAL ESTATE TRANSFERS.
The following warranty deeds have
been filed in the office of Probate Clerk
Marcos Castillo:
Nemecio Armijo and wife to Juan
Sais and wife; property in Precinct
Considera18, Ward 4, of this city.
tion $100.00.
Juan R. Ortiz and wife to Francisco
Rael and wife; property in Precinct
Consideration
4, Ward 2, of this city.

.

And now being

impracticable.

Kinds of Fresh Meats
lways on Hand.

..,,,

-,

TO-DA-

0

FOR SALE AT

FISCHER'S

DRUG STORE COMPANY.

M.

A. M. BERGERE.

EXCURSIONS RATES
;
EAST.

. OTERO.

BERGERE
INSURANCE AGENCY COMPANY

The Santa Fe Central

Railway Company in
connection with the
GREAT
ROCK ISLAND SYSTEM.

Excursions rates east.
For low rates to all
points in the east this
summer call or art dress
8, B GRIMSEAW,
General Passenger Agent.
SANTA PE, NEW MEXICO.

General Agent for New Mexfco ef

Penn Mutual Life Insurance Co.
Of Philadelphia and

National Surety Company
Of New York.

a Strong Line of
FIRE INSURANCE COMPANIES
We Also Represent

SANTA

f E 11

ivt

1

NEW MEXICO

